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Abstract

People have a remarkable capacity to generate their own goals, beginning with
child’s play and continuing into adulthood. Despite considerable empirical and
computational work on goals and goal-oriented behavior, models are still far from
capturing the richness of everyday human goals. Here we bridge this gap by
collecting a dataset of human-generated playful goals, modeling them as reward-
producing programs, and generating novel human-like goals through program
synthesis. Reward-producing programs capture the rich semantics of goals through
symbolic operations that compose and add temporal constraints, and allow for
program execution on behavioral traces to evaluate progress. To build a generative
model of goals, we learned a fitness function over the infinite set of possible goal
programs, and sample novel goals with a genetic algorithm. Human evaluators
found the model’s better samples indistinguishable from human-created games.
We also discovered that our model’s internal fitness scores predict games that are
evaluated as more fun to play and more human-like.

Understanding how humans create, represent, and reason about goals is crucial to understanding
human behavior. Goals are pervasive throughout psychology [19, 3, 21], having been studied from
perspectives such as motivation [33, 20, 6], personality and social psychology [23, 56], and learning
and decision-making [50, 49]. But what is a goal? Elliot & Fryer present one workable, albeit
simplified definition: “A goal is a cognitive representation of a future object that the organism
is committed to approach or avoid” (see also [21, 49]). Reinforcement learning offers another
formulation, operationalizing goals as maximizing cumulative reward over a series of steps [63].
Typical goals in reinforcement learning tasks include reaching a target location, winning in a video or
board game [48], or placing an object in a specified position (e.g. Figure 1a), such that success can
be characterized by reaching a target state.

In contrast, people routinely create novel, idiosyncratic goals with a richness that goes beyond these
common modeling settings. Chu et al. [14] report the example of Gareth Wild, who set an unusual
goal for himself to park in every spot in a particular grocery store’s parking lot (Figure 1b). Children
routinely devise fun and compelling goals without external guidance, such as creating a “truck carrier
truck” (Figure 1c) or stacking as many blocks as possible in a single tower (Figure 1d). Beyond
being fun, these playful goals play a crucial role in learning to structure and solve arbitrary problems
[13, 43, 1]. Indeed, the capacity to autonomously set and achieve goals is arguably a core component
of human intelligence [14, 53].

We propose a framework for modeling human goal generation as synthesizing reward-producing
programs (Figure 1, bottom row). There are several advantages to representing goals as symbolic
programs, mapping an agent’s behavior to a reward score indicating the degree of success. First, a
structured language facilitates the compositional reuse of motifs across disparate goals. This, in turn,
makes capturing the wide range of human creativity in goal creation substantially more tractable:
in Figure 1e, we illustrate a simple ball-throwing game (in black) and four distinct variants (in red,
blue, pink, and brown) composed in part from shared components: balls being thrown (highlighted in
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yellow), the thrown ball hitting something (orange), and the thrown ball landing somewhere (green).
Second, our choice of representation makes goal semantics explicit. The particular grammatical
elements of our representation each fulfill particular roles, such as predicates (i.e. specific and
evaluable relations between objects, colored orange in the programs in Figure 1) and temporal modals
(i.e. relationships in time between goal components, such as ‘until’ and ‘then’ in Figure 1). Finally,
goals-as-programs are executable; that is, they can be computationally interpreted to detect when a
goal is entirely or partially achieved (Figure 1e, each program would be interpreted and provide a
score only when the matching throw trajectory is achieved).
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“Pick the red cube and 
place it on the blue cube”

a

“Throw the ball into the bin”

“Place the bin on the bed and 
the dog bed next to it, throw 
dodgeballs to either of them”

“Throw the ball so it bounces 
off the wall and into the bin”“Throw the ball so it hits a 

block from the shelf onto 
the chair”

“Throw the ball so it hits 
the wall then bounces 
back to you”

Figure 1: Generating Human-Like Goals by Synthesizing Reward-Producing Programs. Panels a-d
each represent a different goal, presented in natural language and mapped to pseudo-code in a program-like
representation. Panel e represents several plausible goals in our experiment environment, some of which were
created by participants in our experiment. Each goal is represented by a throw trajectory (dashed line in the
illustration) matching a description of the goal (whose text is the same color as the line). We highlight shared
compositional components between programs in yellow, orange, and green. Our program representations are
reward-producing, that is, run on sequences of agent interactions with an environment (state-action pairs) and
emit a score with respect to the specified goal. Our pseudo-code and domain-specific language both use a
LISP-like syntax, with operator invocations in prefix notation, as the first argument inside the parentheses. Some
of these goals were created by participants in our experiment; see Figure SI-1 for representations of the blue and
pink programs in our domain-specific language.

In this article, we demonstrate that programs can capture real human-created goals in a specific domain
and build a model capable of generating new programs representing human-like goals. Although
goals play an important role in psychological theory, there are few, if any, empirical paradigms for
eliciting goals from study participants. To that end, we collected a dataset of playful goals (games)
created in our experimental environment. We then constructed a concrete program representation for
these goals by creating a custom domain-specific language. Next, we analyzed our dataset of goal
programs and found that consistent with past work on creativity [69], human games in our domain
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are interesting and diverse while also sharing many common features. Participants also leveraged
common sense about the physical world in how they used various objects in their goals.

With this (small) dataset of goal programs and the grammar for the programming language, we next
developed a computational model to generate new goals in this representation. We view this as
an important test of the framework we propose as generating new exemplars is a core capacity of
representing and understanding concepts [69]. This task offers a particularly meaningful challenge
as generating novel, human-like goals is a difficult, open-ended task that requires capturing various
human cognitive capacities (such as common sense and creativity). Our model learns a fitness
measure predicting human likeness from the program representations and then samples new programs
that score highly on this metric. We found that our model succeeds in generating novel games distinct
from examples in the training dataset. We then conducted a human evaluation of model-generated
games with a new set of participants and asked them to rate several game characteristics including
how “human-like” they were. We found that model games from sections of program space closer
to participant-created games were judged indistinguishably from the real games, but some model
samples further away were not rated as highly. Analyses revealed that our learned fitness function
predicts several of the human judgment questions, including how fun and human-like games are found,
giving an indication that our goal representations capture some aspects of how people creatively
construct new goals.

Behavioral results

We created an experimental setting that would allow us to capture the rich, playful, and creative
nature of how children (and adults) create goals in everyday scenarios. We used AI2-THOR [37] (an
embodied, 3D environment simulation) to set up a room resembling a child’s bedroom, filled with
toys and other common objects. In our task, we asked subjects to propose a single-player game to be
played in the room. This simple, open-ended design allowed participants to imagine and propose a
wide range of playful goals, with the aim of game generation helping to make the resulting goals
more concrete. We collected a dataset of 98 games, described by participants in natural language. In
addition, we recorded full state-action traces of each participant’s interactions with the environment,
which we leveraged in later experiments (see Dataset collection methods for additional details).

We then translated each game from natural language to a program-like representation in a domain-
specific language (DSL). Our approach is inspired by instantiations of Fodor’s Language of Thought
using programs [25, 27, 61, 70], and consistent with the framework we propose in the article, we use
programs to explicitly represent meaning (semantics) separately from linguistic minutia. Our DSL
is designed to capture the key semantic components of games in our dataset and is initially derived
from the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL [26]), which offers a basic representation for
specifying goals (i.e. end states of plans) and preferences (i.e. other costs to optimize while planning).
Each program in the DSL contains two mandatory sections: gameplay preferences describing how
a game is played, and scoring rules specifying how to determine a player’s score based on the
satisfaction of the game’s preferences. Game programs may also contain optional setup instructions
and terminal conditions (see Supplementary information G for the full DSL). We manually translated
the 98 games in our dataset to this DSL.

Our choice to represent games in a form with explicit semantics allows us to quantitatively analyze
their structure and fundamental components. We found that people recruit an intuitive physical
common sense when creating games (Figure ED-2, and see Game dataset analyses methods for
details). If an object is thrown, it’s likely a ball, and if an object is stacked, it’s likely a block — and
while a few participants specified games involving throwing blocks, none attempted to stack balls.
Similarly, participants did not specify throwing cumbersome objects (such as the laptop or chair), and
a participant who specified throwing a large ‘beach ball’ clarified that it should land on the bin (as
the ball does not fit within the bin). We also observed evidence of both compositionality (common
structure reuse) and creativity (preponderance of unique structures), summarized in Figure 2 (see
Game dataset analyses methods for details). Counting occurrences of grammatical structures while
abstracting over the identities of individual objects (i.e. treating (once (agent_holds block))
and (once (agent_holds ball)) the same), we find the five most common structures cover
almost half of the total observations, offering strong evidence of reuse through compositionality. At
the other end of the distribution, we also observe a long tail emblematic of creativity, as one-half
of the unique structures we count appear exactly once. Despite not explicitly being encouraged
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Figure 2: Participants showcase compositionality and creativity. We analyze the occurrence of various
abstract structures in our programs (see Game dataset analyses methods for details). Red: The five most common
structures cover almost half (47.5%) of total occurrences, showing a strong degree of compositional reuse. The
three most common structures combine to create a simple ball-to-bin throwing preference (a, with structure
indices in square brackets). Purple: Many other structures are reused fewer times, covering a large portion
of the remaining occurrences (another 40.5%). Using some of these rarer structures allows for creating more
complex throwing elements, such as limiting where the player throws the ball from (b) or changing the throwing
target (c). Blue: Exactly half of the structures (63 / 126) appear only once — this long tail of expressions offers
evidence of creativity. The last throwing preference (d), specifying throwing a block from the rug onto the desk
without moving off the rug or breaking any of the objects on the desk, uses two unique structures.

to generate novel or creative games, many participants proposed entirely unique gameplay ideas,
encouraging us in our endeavor to model the richness and creativity of human goals.

Modelling Results

To test the representational our framework, we develop a computational model that synthesizes
human-like goals as programs. Our approach (illustrated in Figure 3 draws primarily on contrastive
learning and evolutionary techniques, and our motivations are two-fold. As early as childhood,
humans create novel goals without anything resembling extensive data-driven training. We therefore
similarly use a realistic (i.e. not internet-scale) number of training examples. We also attempt to
capture the key attributes of human goal generation by explicitly integrating some of the cognitive
capacities (i.e. common sense and compositionality) that our previous results suggest people recruit
in creating goals.

The first component of our model is a fitness function f(g) = θ · ϕ(g) that maps f : G → R from
a game g ∈ G to a real-valued score that encodes its “human-likeness.” We transform each game
into an 89-dimensional vector of features that capture properties relating to structure (e.g., the size
and depth of its syntax tree) or logic (e.g., whether any expressions are redundant). Other features
proxy cognitive capacities, such as physical common sense (estimating predicate feasibility from
play data) or compositionality (n-gram model over syntax elements). We leverage our programmatic
representation of goals in order to automate this feature extraction process (see Fitness function
methods for details). We then learn weights θ for the features in a contrastive fashion [11, 39] by
optimizing for the difference in scores between our set of human-generated games and a substantially
larger set of corrupted (i.e. lower quality) games obtained through random tree-regrowth [27] on our
dataset (see Figure ED-3a and details in Fitness function methods). This learned fitness function
then guides an evolutionary search procedure in order to generate novel games. Broadly inspired
by work in genetic programming, we use a quality-diversity algorithm [57, 10] called MAP-Elites
[51] to generate a set of samples that widely cover the space of programs in addition to optimizing
the fitness function (see Figure ED-3b). The details of our implementation, including the particular
criteria used for maintaining sample diversity, are available in MAP-Elites methods.
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“Place all blue cube blocks 
on the rug. Put objects near 
the north wall, and make 
stacks of a cube, a yellow 
cube, and another cube.”

“Place the bin near the 
rug. Throw basketballs 
onto it, and put chairs 
on the desk”

“You have 30 seconds to 
throw dodgeballs to land 
on the top shelf”

“Place the bin near the rug, 
and throw balls into it”

“Throw the ball so it 
hits the wall then 
bounces back to you”

“Place the bin on the bed 
and the dog bed next to 
it, throw dodgeballs to 
either of them”

Figure 3: Computational model overview . Our model operates on programs in some high-dimensional space
(visualized in two dimensions). We learn a fitness metric (Z-axis) capturing desirable aspects of programs,
using a dataset of human-created goals (highlighted in green). Our model then generates diverse new samples
maximizing the fitness measure, some “matching” participant-created goal programs on diversity criteria (in
blue) and other “unmatched” novel goals (in purple). All goals in this figure were created by participants in our
experiment or by our model; see Figure SI-1 for their representations in our domain-specific language.

Generated games

Quantitatively, our approach is successful: Figure ED-4 shows that the model quickly produces games
with fitness scores in the range of human samples and does so across many of the “niches” defined
by our behavioral characteristics. Considering only games that pass a plausibility characteristic we
include in our MAP-Elites search, 1889 games (94.45%) exceed the fitness score of the least fit real
game, and exactly 1000 games exceed the fitness of the median human game. To the extent that our
fitness function captures human likeness, our model produces human-like games. Qualitatively, we
find a variety of outputs that range from variants of simple games in our reference dataset to games
in entirely new regions of program space. In Figure 4, we present examples of games generated by
our model that “match” a game in our human dataset by occupying the same niche defined by the
MAP-Elites algorithm. Overall, the general structure of matched games is similar (e.g. both the
left-most human game and its corresponding matched generated game involve two throwing-based
objectives). However, minor elements in generated games tend to be less readily explainable (e.g.
the scoring condition in the middle generated game, which arbitrarily multiplies the number of
satisfactions by 0.4). Our model also produces games that occupy niches without corresponding
human games (Figure 5). While these “unmatched” games also use predicates in reasonable and novel
ways, they tend to lack coherence at a more global level. For instance, the individual preferences
defined by the center game in Figure 5 (picking up triangular blocks and throwing balls) make sense
individually but do not readily combine to make an easily explainable game.

Human evaluations

To systematically and extrinsically evaluate our model, we performed human evaluations using a
second set of human participants (n = 100; see Figure ED-5 for the evaluation interface and Human
evaluation methods for details). Evaluated games belonged to one of three different categories: real
games created by participants in our first experiment, matched games (one corresponding to and
occupying the same niche as each real game), and novel unmatched games (games in Figure 4 and
Figure 5 were included; see Human evaluation methods for details). Participants evaluated three
games in each category above (without knowing their categories) in a randomized order and answered
seven multiple-choice questions for each, each on a different measure, such as human likeness, fun,
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Setup: place a hexagonal bin near a 
triangular ramp and make sure they stay in 
place throughout the game 

Gameplay: hold a ball and throw it so that it 
touches the triangular ramp and then lands 
inside the hexagonal bin 

Terminal: the game ends when the 
hexagonal bin, which must start standing 
upright, is no longer upright without being 
touched or held by you 

Scoring: you earn 1 point for each time you 
successfully throw a ball that touches the 
ramp and lands in the bin
  

Participant Game #0 (36.583)

Gameplay: stack a flat block on a bridge 
block, then place a tall cylindrical block on 
the flat block, followed by a cube block on the 
tall cylindrical block, and finally a pyramid 
block on the cube block 

Scoring: you get 10 points for each different 
set of blocks you have successfully stacked 
in this order by the end of the game

 

Participant Game #14 (36.491)

Gameplay: throw a ball so that it touches a 
wall and then either catch it or touch it 

Scoring: you get 1 point for each time you 
successfully throw the ball, it touches a wall, 
and you are either holding it again or 
touching it after its flight

Participant Game #31 (37.338)

Setup: put a hexagonal bin near the rug and 
ensure it remains there for the duration of the 
game 

Gameplay: throw dodgeballs aiming to land 
them inside the hexagonal bin or on a doggie 
bed 

Scoring: you earn points for each dodgeball 
that comes to rest either inside the hexagonal 
bin or on the doggie bed, with your final score 
being the sum of these successful throws

Matched Model Sample (37.162)

Gameplay: stack three blocks on top of a tall 
rectangular block, with two of the stacked 
blocks being the same type as the tall 
rectangular block 

Scoring: your score is 1.4 times the number 
of such stacks you have at the end of the 
game

 

Matched Model Sample (36.994)

Gameplay: throw dodgeballs so that they 
land and come to rest on the top shelf 

Terminal: the game ends after 30 seconds 

Scoring: you get 1 point for each dodgeball 
that is resting on the top shelf at the end of 
the game

Matched Model sample (37.324)

Figure 4: Our goal generation model generates simple human-like games. Each pair of games in a column
has the same set of MAP-Elites behavioral characteristics. Parentheses: the fitness score assigned by the model
to each game. Natural language descriptions are generated through automated back-translation from programs
(see Supplementary information D for details)
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Setup: place a hexagonal bin near the north 
wall and make sure it stays there throughout 
the game

Gameplay: throw golfballs aiming to have 
them stop on and inside the hexagonal bin, 
and stack blocks so that each has three cube 
blocks on top, with one cube block being the 
same type as the block it's on 

Scoring: you score points based on the 
number of correctly stacked blocks minus 
four times the number of golfballs that stop 
on and inside the hexagonal bin

Unmatched Model Sample (36.066)

Gameplay: pick up and put down green 
triangle blocks, throw dodgeballs onto the 
desk, and throw basketballs onto a 
hexagonal bin

Scoring: you get 1 point for each time you 
pick up and put down a green triangle block, 
1 point for each dodgeball that stops on the 
desk, and 1 point for each basketball that 
stops on a hexagonal bin

 

Unmatched Model Sample (36.446)

Gameplay: throw dodgeballs so that they 
land inside a hexagonal bin or on a doggie 
bed

Scoring: you get 1 point for each dodgeball 
that stops moving inside the hexagonal bin 
and 1 point for each dodgeball that stops 
moving on the doggie bed

Unmatched Model sample (37.096)

Figure 5: MAP-Elites generates interesting, novel goals. Each of the three games below has high fitness and
fills a cell in the MAP-Elites archive with no corresponding human game in our dataset. Parentheses: the fitness
score assigned by the model to each game.

and creativity. Our final evaluation dataset includes 892 participant-game evaluations, each with a
response to all seven measures.

Table 1: Human evaluation result summary
Mean score by category Significance of difference

Measure Real (R) Matched (M) Unmatched (U) R vs M R vs U M vs U

Understandable ↑ 3.943 3.923 3.331 - *** ***
Fun to play ↑ 2.522 2.430 2.068 - *** ***
Fun to watch ↑ 2.385 2.313 2.024 - *** **
Helpful† ↑ 2.997 2.987 2.840 - - -
Difficult ↓

↑ 2.582 2.660 2.676 - - -
Creative ↑ 2.318 2.213 2.143 - * -
Human-like ↑ 2.813 2.670 2.119 - *** ***

Evaluators don’t distinguish between participant-created real and matched model games, but
do distinguish unmatched games from both. Participants responded to seven Likert questions on a
5-point scale, one for each attribute in the first column (see Human evaluation methods). We report the
nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test [46] for differences in outcomes. See Supplementary Table SI-2
for test statistics and P-values. *: P < 0.05, **: P < 0.01, ***: P < 0.001.
†: The full measure description is “Helpful for interacting with the simulated environment.”
In most measures, higher scores are better, indicated by the ↑, other than Difficult ↓

↑ , in which 3 means
“appropriately difficult”, and scores below and above indicate too easy and too hard respectively.

Table 1 summarizes the quantitative responses from our human evaluations. We begin with a simple
statistical comparison of the ratings of the games in the different categories using the nonparametric
Mann-Whitney U -test [46] (and see Human evaluation methods for additional details). Participants
respond similarly to the real and matched games, with no statistically significant differences in
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average response scores across all seven attributes. On the other hand, the unmatched games differ
on a number of attributes. Compared to both real and matched games, participants judge them to
be less easily understood, less fun to play and watch, and less human-like.

To further analyze these differences and the extent to which they are mediated by our fitness measure,
we performed a mixed-effects regression analysis whose results are summarized in Table ED-1.
We fit independent models using each of the seven attributes we have our human evaluators judge
as the dependent variables. We include fixed effects for the fitness score and indicator variables
for membership in the real and matched groups (treating the unmatched group as a baseline),
and random effects for the participants and individual games (see Human evaluation methods and
Supplementary Table SI-3 for full details). We find that our fitness function captures many of the
evaluated attributes: higher fitness predicts higher ratings of understandability, fun to play, and
human likeness (βfit > 0); conversely, higher fitness also predicts lower ratings of helpfulness,
difficulty, and creativity (βfit < 0). We find the positive predictability promising: that our fitness
function, learned to maximize human likeness in a symbolic program space, also captures notions of
understandability and fun. Conversely, we view the negative relations as evidence of some degree of
mode-seeking: our fitness measure likely assigns the highest scores to the games most representative
of the dataset at large. These modal games are plausibly neither particularly creative nor difficult,
which means that participants might find also them less helpful. However, even accounting for
any mediating effect of fitness scores, differences in attribute ratings between game groups persist
(see Supplementary information E.2 for details). Given that these tests indicate that participants
respond similarly to matched and real games, one potential explanation is that model-generated
samples simply replicate the corresponding human-generated ones. We examined this question
and found that these games are substantially functionally different (see summary in Figure ED-6,
details in Supplementary information E.4 and methodological details in Sample similarity comparison
methods).

We also performed ablations of key model components corresponding to the cognitive capacities we
found our participants recruit. Our model operationalizes physical common sense through two fitness
features that estimate predicate expression feasibility using our database of participant environment
interactions. If we lesion these two fitness features, the resultant model generates goals with lower
fitness and gameplay elements that are less likely to appear in our database of participant interactions
(see Supplementary information F.1 for details). Our program representations are inherently highly
compositional, making ablating the role of compositionality in our model challenging. We do so
via lesioning the crossover mutation operator which explicitly leverages compositionality, and find
that removing it drastically reduces sample fitness (see Supplementary information F.2 for details)
Humans intuitively create coherent games, generating playful goals in which rules and components
refer back to one another. Our model, which improves samples gradually using evolutionary oper-
ators, has more difficulty in maintaining global coherence. Like with common sense, our model
operationalizes coherence through a few fitness features. Lesioning these features leads to model
samples that are similarly worse, as measured using our database of participant interactions (see
Supplementary information F.3 for details). We note that these features mostly capture lower-level
coherence between fragments, but improving higher-level coherence remains a challenge for future
work.

Discussion

Goals are a critical aspect of human cognition and, in fact, the starting place for many models of
human behavior. However, the representation of goals is often impoverished. In this article, we
proposed a new framework for understanding human goals as reward-producing programs, and thus
understanding goal generation as program generation. To evaluate this framework, we developed
an interactive experiment in which participants created playful goals, operationalized as games to
be played in a virtual environment. By analyzing the program-based translation of these games, we
highlighted several cognitive capacities recruited by our participants, such as physical common sense
and compositionality. These capacities, in turn, helped inform our modeling efforts. We then built
a computational model that learns from a small dataset of games and generates goals that are both
novel and human-like according to human evaluators.

This work unites various strands of research in cognitive science, artificial intelligence, and game
design. First, we build on a substantial literature studying the psychology of goals [19, 3, 21, 49, 14].
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Our work also relates to goal-conditioned agents [45], and specifically autotelic agents capable
of setting their own goals [15]. Typical goals in such systems are derived from agent or object
positions [24, 8, 64], natural language descriptions [32, 18, 16, 68], or limited temporally-aware
mechanisms [44, 35, 22, 42]. However, to date, these approaches lack the variety and richness of
human-created goals. Finally, we draw inspiration from the automatic game design literature, such
as synthesizing board game variants [55, 30, 7] or simple video games [66, 62, 71, 36]. Unlike our
approach, these efforts often optimize program synthesis for some heuristic notion of “fun” [7, 66]
rather than explicitly modeling human-like game generation.

In instantiating our model, we necessarily make a number of specific implementational and algo-
rithmic decisions. Our framework is committed to the representation of goals as reward-producing
programs: computationally executable mappings from agent behavior to indications of progress
towards a goal. We find it crucial that these programs capture the rich, temporally extended nature of
goals people create, and that they facilitate the flexible and compositional creation people seem to
engage in [38, 69]. Our model operates over these programs and assumes two primary components:
a measure of human likeness and a method to sample novel programs. However, supporting the
specifics of this program language will require further work. In addition, this project currently manu-
ally translates from natural language descriptions to the proposed mental language of goal programs,
a step inducing potential arbitrariness in how to perform this mapping. Future work will leverage
recent advances in text-to-code language models to automate this step (see [70] for a discussion on
using language to construct meaning through programs). Another key detail is our approach to sample
diversity, which arises from our choice of “behavioral characteristics” that define the axes along which
the MAP-Elites algorithm maintains diversity. In this work, we select behavioral characteristics based
on notable gameplay components observed in our human dataset; future work could explore other
techniques for maintaining diversity, including the automated selection of behavioral characteristics
[17, 29].

We conclude by highlighting some promising avenues for future work. Our model, though powerful
and productive in this domain, is inherently coupled to the environment and dataset we collected —
particularly given the engineering effort to instantiate various types of knowledge. This approach
has some distinct advantages: we can isolate various cognitive capacities, interpret their contribution
to our fitness measure (Supplementary information B.1), and ablate their roles (Supplementary in-
formation F). Simultaneously, some of the challenges our model faces (such as coherence between
program components) might be alleviated by incorporating natural language or by leveraging the
capabilities of large language models to write code and adapt to in-context instructions. Future
work could productively investigate approaches that require less tailoring to specific environments,
which could then be leveraged to improve the abilities of reinforcement learning agents to follow
richer goals across different domains. Our current model generates goals to maximize a single fitness
measure, but many objectives have been suggested to guide human learning, such as curiosity [4],
information gain [60], or learning progress [65]. It would be fruitful to instantiate goal generators to
maximize these various objectives and compare the resulting goals and the behaviors that arise in
artificial agents that pursue them.

Finally, we view our work in this article as a proof of concept for the broader framework we propose
for understanding goals as programs. The model we instantiate operates at Marr’s [47] computational
level; it tackles the what of goal generation without directly inspecting how people do so. We are
excited for future work to seek algorithmic-level signatures and constraints on how children and
adults flexibly generate rich goals and leverage them to build models that operate closer to Marr’s
algorithmic level. Our formalization of goals as reward-producing programs makes explicit both the
semantics of goals and their function to evaluate goal satisfaction. We believe such goals can help
build richer autotelic [15] that pursue more diverse creative and human-like goals, and are keen to
pursue this direction in future work. While many important questions remain open, we see palpable
promise in improving the understanding of human goals through the framework we propose, and we
hope this article provides evidence of the potential and utility of our approach.
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Methods

Dataset collection methods

Experimental design: After a consent form and instructions quiz, participants completed a tutorial
designed to familiarize them with the controls for our environment. After successfully completing
the tutorial, they were placed in one of three variations of the main experiment room, with the same
structure but different amounts of available toys and objects. Participants were then free to explore
this new room until they had a game ready, and could freely reset it to its initial state in the meantime.
Participants were asked to create games with the following restrictions: single-player, require no
additional space or objects that they do not see in the room, and include a scoring system. While
the latter constraint seems limiting, we note that any arbitrary goal can be scored by rewarding the
achievement of the goal.

Dataset collection: Participants then reported their game in natural language in three text boxes, one
of which was optional (see Figure ED-1). The optional first one allowed specifying whether there
was any setup or preparation required to get the room from its default initial state to one that would
allow playing the game (e.g., placing the bin on the bed). The second text box allowed participants to
describe the game’s gameplay, and the third offered space to describe any scoring rules. To encourage
participants to imagine playing their game, they were also asked to report their perceived difficulty
level and how many points they thought they might score if they played it. Participants then had
a chance to play their game and revise it should they want to; if participants opted to revise their
games, we analyzed the revised ones. We contacted 192 participants via Prolific [54] of whom 114
finished the experiment and another 12 were paid due to technical difficulties. Participants were
paid a base rate of $10 and received a $2 bonus if their game satisfied the required constraints.
Successful participants took 44.4 minutes on average, with a standard deviation of 23.3 minutes. We
then excluded 8 games that did not satisfy the constraints we posed on participants, 6 duplicates
(including some due to technical difficulties from participants who restarted the experiment), and 6
other games that were unclear or under-specified. After accounting for two other games we opted to
avoid modeling due to their complexity, we arrived at our final dataset of 98 games.

Interaction traces: In addition to the game descriptions in natural language, we record traces of
participants’ interactions with the environment. We record state-action traces to allow us to replay
and examine how participants interact with our environment. We record separate traces for each
different segment of the experiment (before creating the game; while reporting their game; playing
their game; after editing their game), and for each time the participant resets the environment within
each segment. We end up with 382 total such traces. Our primary use for them is in implementing
a “reward machine,” an interpreter for our goal programs, which parses a goal program into a state
machine, and iterates through a trace to emit the score of that trace under the goal. We use a limited
version of this in our fitness features (see Fitness function methods for additional details) and in some
of our model evaluations and ablations (see Supplementary information F for additional details).

Game dataset analyses methods

Common sense through predicate role-filler analysis: We analyze predicate role-filler occurrences,
coarsening individual objects to higher-level categories (see the legend on the right of Figure ED-2).
To split between the two panels of Figure ED-2, we categorize each game by whether it includes the
following motifs: throwing (e.g., balls into a bin), stacking (e.g., blocks in a building), organizing
(e.g., placing objects in specified places), or other. We split the figure into games involving only
throwing motifs (left panel) and games involving any other motifs, potentially in addition to throwing
(right panel). In games involving only throwing (left panel), participants most often refer to balls,
primarily checking whether or not the agent holds a ball or a ball is in motion (as part of quantifying
the act of throwing). Other predicates are often used to specify some additional conditions on
throwing (such as specifying the bin being on the bed or the agent being next to the desk) and are
used with a variety of object categories. Conversely, in games involving other elements (right panel),
we see blocks and the generic “any_object” being used far more often, mostly in various placement
and stacking constraints.

Compositionality and creativity through abstract structure occurrence: We analyze how often
participant games make use of various grammatical structures to showcase both compositional reuse
and long-tail creativity. Each structure involves a temporal modal (such as once or hold) and the
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predicate expression nested under it, such as (once (agent_holds ?b)), where ?b is a variable
quantified earlier. We count structures, abstracting away specific variables and their types – so the
expression above would be coarsened as (once (agent_holds <obj>)), and would be counted
together with any other expression coarsened to this pattern. We encounter a total of 126 unique
expressions in our dataset, the most common one with 62 occurrences being (hold (and (not (
agent_holds <obj>))(in_motion <obj>))), which maps loosely to “find a sequence of states
where an object is not held and is in motion” — that is, is currently moving with the agent touching it,
for instance while being thrown or rolled. Of the 126 expressions, exactly half (63) occur only once.

Fitness function methods

Fitness function form: The fitness function used by our model is a learned, weighted linear
combination of a set of features extracted programmatically from each game that is optimized
to assign high scores to “human-like” games and low scores to everything else. It is a function
f : G → R that maps individual games g ∈ G to real-valued scores: f(g) = θ · ϕ(g), where θ is a
learned vector of weights and ϕ : G → [0, 1]F is a feature extractor.

Feature extractor and feature set: The feature extractor ϕ represents each game as an 89-
dimensional vector (i.e. F = 89). Each entry in the vector corresponds to a particular structural or
semantic property of the game, from the size and depth of the syntax tree to the apparent feasibility
of the game’s preferences. We normalize the values of each property to fall within the unit interval
by using the observed range of values in our dataset. Many features used in the fitness function are
directly computable from the DSL representation of a game (for instance, properties of its syntax
tree or the misuse of particular grammatical structures). While these features represent the majority
of the 89 features used, we also implement two important sets of features that require additional
computation.

The first of these are n-gram features that capture the mean log score of the game under a simple
n-gram language model trained over the set of human-generated syntax trees. We compute these
scores separately for each game section (i.e. setup, preferences, terminal, and scoring) and also for
the game overall, resulting in 5 features.

The second set consists of two features that make use of an interpreter that parses game programs into
“reward machines” [34]: finite-state machines that process a trace of player inputs and emit a reward
whenever the particular scoring conditions of the game are met. The interpreter programmatically
implements each of the predicates in the DSL, which allows us to construct a dataset of which objects
were used to satisfy which predicates across our dataset of 382 human play traces. The two features
query this database in order to get an approximate common sense measure of a game’s “feasibility,”
computing the proportion of a game’s predicate-argument combinations that have been satisfied by
human players in our dataset (one feature does this for individual predicates, while the other does
this for boolean logical expressions over predicates). While these feasibility measures give a sense
of whether the objectives of a game can be completed in the physical reality of the simulation, the
limited nature of our play trace dataset means they are far from perfect proxies.

The complete set of features used (and accompanying descriptions) is available in Supplemen-
tary information B, with the most important features (by their learned weights) highlighted in
Supplementary information B.1.

Fitness function learning algorithm: To learn the weight vector θ, we take inspiration from the
contrastive learning of energy-based models [11] with the objective of separating a set of positive
examples (our set of human-generated games) from a set of negative examples. To learn an effective
fitness function, these negatives must be qualitatively worse than our set of human games without
being trivially distinguishable from them. We generate a set of plausible negatives by corrupting
games from our positive set. To corrupt a game, we select a random node in its syntax tree, delete
the node and its children, and randomly re-sample a sub-tree according to grammar of the DSL.
This “tree-regrowth” approach [27] generally produces sub-trees that are syntactically valid but
semantically “out-of-place,” with the severity of the corruption tending to correspond to height of
the re-sampled node in the syntax tree. To account for the variance in the difficulty of distinguishing
between a given positive and negative example, we generate a large set of negatives: 1024 for each of
the 98 positives, for a total of 100,352 negatives.
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We train the fitness function (i.e. optimize θ) using a softmax loss, not unlike the MEE loss used to
train energy-based models [40] or the InfoNCE loss [67]. For a positive example g+ and a set of
negative examples {g−k }, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,K}, we assign the loss:

L(g+, {g−k }
K
1 ; θ) = − log

exp(fθ(g
+))

exp(fθ(g+)) +
∑K

k=1 exp(fθ(g
−
k ))

(1)

This loss encourages the model to assign higher fitness scores to the real games than the negative
examples. Simultaneously, this loss provides a diminishing incentive to push negative fitness scores
down as the distance between the positives and negatives increases, intuitively assigning higher loss
to negative examples with fitness closer to the positive example’s fitness. See Supplementary infor-
mation C for full details of our training and cross-validation setups.

MAP-Elites methods

MAP-Elites overview: MAP-Elites is a population-based, evolutionary algorithm that works by
defining a set of behavioral characteristics: discrete-valued functions over genotypes (in our case,
game programs in the DSL) that form the axes of a multi-dimensional archive of cells. At each step,
a game g is selected uniformly from among the individuals in the archive and mutated to form a new
game g′. The mutated g′ is evaluated both under the fitness function f and each of the n behavioral
characteristics bi : G → {0, . . . , ki} in order to determine which cell c = [b1(g), . . . , bn(g)] it
occupies. If the cell is unoccupied, then g′ enters the archive. Otherwise, it enters the archive (and
replaces the previous occupant) only if its fitness is greater than the current occupant of the cell.
In this way, the algorithm maintains an “elite” for each possible combination of values under the
behavioral characteristics.

Behavioral characteristics: Inspired by prior work on using MAP-Elites for procedural content
generation [9], we define a set of integer-valued behavioral characteristics that each indicate how many
preferences in each archive game match one of nine archetypal exemplar gameplay preferences. These
include several types of ball-throwing preferences, as well as ones capturing block-stacking, object-
sorting, and other miscellaneous activities. We also include two other features, one capturing whether
or not the game includes a setup component, and one capturing the total number of preferences. For
additional details and descriptions of the exemplar preferences, see Supplementary information D.
The 11 total behavioral characteristics result in a total archive size of 2000 games.

Mutation operators: To mutate a game, we randomly select an operator from among the following:
regrowing a random node and its children in its syntax tree, inserting & deleting the child of a node
with multiple potential children, crossing over with the syntax tree of another randomly-selected
game, resampling the variables, initial conditions, or final conditions used by a preference, and
resampling the optional game sections (i.e. setup and terminal conditions). We seed the initial
archive by naively sampling candidates from the PCFG—not with real, human-participant-created
games or corruptions thereof that were used to train the fitness function. Further details of the
algorithm are available in Supplementary information D.

Human evaluation methods

Evaluation dataset: we select games to be evaluated using the following procedure:

1. real: We include 30 participant-created games, each with a different set of behavioral characteris-
tics — that is, each being considered ‘different’ according to how our model searches through the
space of games (see MAP-Elites methods) for additional details).

2. matched: For each of the real games included above, we include the model-generated game
from our final model from the corresponding MAP-Elites archive cell. Each of these games includes
the same number of gameplay preferences as the corresponding real participant-created games,
matching the same exemplar preferences.

3. unmatched: We then sample 30 additional games from our model’s archive. We sample in a
fashion that aims to be balanced across the different preference counts and usage of the different
exemplar preferences. That said, given that human games cover only 47 out of the 2000 archive cells,
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that leaves 1953 potential unmatched games to sample; it is difficult to know how representative our
set of 30 (which is about 1.5%) is.

GPT-4-based back-translation: Rather than ask participants to interpret our domain-specific
language, we use the GPT-4 [52] language model to perform a multi-step back-translation from
programs in our domain-specific language to structured natural language. For fairness and consistency,
we use this procedure on the real games in addition to the model-generated matched and unmatched
games. We first apply a rule-based system to apply templates, translating expressions in the DSL
to natural language sentence fragments. We then use GPT-4 to first map the templated fragments
to a more natural language, and then to combine the description of each game component (setup,
gameplay preferences, terminal conditions, and scoring rules) to a short coherent description. See
Supplementary information D for full details and prompts used.

Human evaluations structure: Figure ED-5 presents our human evaluation interface. Following
instructions and an understanding quiz, participants evaluated nine total games: 3 real ones, the
corresponding 3 matched ones, and 3 unmatched ones. Participants were presented one game at
a time and provided two short textual responses, one explaining the game in their own words, and
one providing a short overall impression of the game. Participants also answered seven Likert-type
questions on 5-point scales, answering the following questions about the italicized attributes:

1. Understandable: “How confident are you that you understand the game described above?”, where
1: not at all confident, 3: moderately confident, and 5: very confident

2. Fun to play: “How fun would it be to play the game yourself?”, where 1: not at all fun, 3:
moderately fun, and 5: extremely fun.

3. Fun to watch: “How fun would it be to watch someone else play this game?”, where 1: not at all
fun, 3: moderately fun, and 5: extremely fun.

4. Helpful: “Imagine that you played this game for several minutes. How fun would it be for learning
to interact with the virtual environment?”, where 1: not at all helpful, 3: moderately helpful, and 5:
extremely helpful.

5. Difficult: “Imagine that you played this game for several minutes. Do you think it would be too
easy, appropriately difficult, or too hard for you?”, where 1: far too easy, 3: appropriately difficult,
and 5: far too hard.

6. Creative: “How creatively designed is this game?”, where 1: not at all creative, 3: moderately
creative, and 5: extremely creative.

7. Human-like: “How human-like do you think this game is?”, where 1: not at all human-like, 3:
moderately human-like, and 5: extremely human-like.

Evaluation statistical analyses: For each attribute and each game category (real, matched, and
unmatched, we report the mean score assigned by all participants to games in that category for that
attribute. We then also aggregate these attribute scores by category and report a nonparametric Mann-
Whitney U -test [46] for differences in outcomes, as appropriate for ordinal data. See Supplementary
Table SI-2 for the full table including test statistics and P-values. Significance results were highly
similar when computing two-sample t-tests as an alternative statistical test.

Mixed effect models: We are interested in modeling the relationship between the scores predicted
by our fitness function and the attributes human evaluators predicted. To that end, we set up mixed
effect regression models [59, 31]. We fit separate models for each measure as the dependent variable,
regressing a continuous latent score (e.g., sifp for the fun-to-play measure, equation (2) below). We
include fixed effects for the fitness score (xi) and for membership in the real (1i

real) and matched
(1i

matched) groups, treating the unmatched group as a baseline. We include random effects for the
individual participants (ϵpi

p ∼ N (0, σ2
p)) and evaluated games (ϵgig ∼ N (0, σ2

g)). We also fit a
sequence of cut-points (equation (3)) that transform the latent score to the observed ordinal rating yifp
(equation (4)). We suppress the subscript for each measure below:

si = βfitxi + βreal1
i
real + βmatched1

i
matched + ϵpi

p + ϵgig + ϵi, ϵi ∼ N (0, σ2) (2)

−∞ ≡ c0 < c1 < c2 < c3 < c4 < c5 ≡ ∞ (3)

ck−1 < si ≤ ck ⇒ observe yi = k (4)
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Models without either random effect performed worse than the full model, so we report results
including both random effects. We fit cumulative link models for ordinal regression [2, 28] using the
ordinal package [12] in R [58].

Sample similarity comparison methods

For each real game and its corresponding matched game from those included in the human evalua-
tions, we examine which of our recorded participant interactions (see Dataset collection methods
above) fulfills one or more gameplay elements. We treat the setup (if specified) and each gameplay
preference as a gameplay element — our aim here is to quantify which participant interaction traces
‘play’ a part of the game. We do this using our “reward machine” — our implementation of an
interpreter for goal programs in this domain-specific language. For each pair of games, we then
check which particular interactions either (a) ‘play’ parts of both games, (b) only fulfill components
in the real game, or (c) only fulfill components in the matched game. We color these proportions in
purple, green, and blue respectively in Figure ED-6
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TODOs

o Do we want to add another column with which features are active in each exemplar
preference to the table below? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
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Extended Data

Figure ED-1: Online experiment interface. The main part of the screen presents the AI2-THOR-based
experiment room. Below it, we depict the controls. To the right, we show the text prompts for creating a new
game (fonts enlarged for visualization). Our experiment is accessible online here.
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Figure ED-2: Participants showcase intuitive common sense. Left: In games involving exclusively throwing,
participants use balls (orange) far more often than any other object type. Right: In other games, participants
refer to blocks or “any object” more often, most often checking where objects are placed (using the in and on
predicates). We most often observe balls being thrown and blocks being stacked, and while a few participants
specified block-throwing games, no participant created a game involving ball-stacking. Other types of common
sense were also recruited: participants rarely specified throwing games involving large or cumbersome objects
(such as the chair or laptop), and mostly specified stacking objects in objects in buildings (as opposed to trying
to move buildings or touch them). See Game dataset analyses methods for additional details.
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“Put the bin on the 
bed then throw balls 

into it”

Human-Likeness

Games are 
translated from 
natural language 
to the DSL…

moreless

Corruptions are 
generated with 
random tree 
regrowth…

Contrastive learning 
is used to obtain a 
quantitative metric of 
human likeness…

a b

Fitness

1. Sample game 
from the archive…

2. Apply 
mutation 
operator…

3. Re-insert if 
novel or more fit…

Behavioral Characteristic #1

Behavioral 
Characteristic #2

Figure ED-3: Model architecture. Left: We contrastively learn a quantitative measure of human likeness
by maximizing the distance between human-generated exemplar games and a set of corruptions obtained
through random tree regrowth. Right: This measure is then used as the basis for quality-diversity optimization
through MAP-Elites. The algorithm maintains an archive of games that differ across phenotypic “behavioral
characteristics.” At each step, a game is randomly sampled from the archive (1), randomly mutated (2), and
re-evaluated for both fitness and its position in the archive. It is added to the archive only if it would occupy a
previously empty position in the archive or if it is more fit than the current occupant (3).

Figure ED-4: Our model fills the archive quickly and finds examples with human-like fitness scores. Left:
Our model rapidly finds exemplars for all archive cells (i.e. niches induced by our behavioral characteristics),
reaching 50% occupancy after 400 generations (out of a total of 8192) and 95% occupancy after 794 generations—
the archive is almost full 1/10th of the way through the search process. Right: Our model reaches human-like
fitness scores. After only three generations, the fittest sample in the archive has a higher fitness score than at
least one participant-created game. By the end of the search, the mean fitness in the archive is close to the mean
fitness of human games.
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Figure ED-5: Human evaluations interface. For each game, participants viewed the same four images of the
environment, followed by the GPT-4 back-translated description of the game (see Human evaluation methods
for details. They then answered the two free-response and seven multiple-choice questions on the right. In the
web-page based version, the questions appeared below the game description; they are presented side-by-side to
save space.

Table ED-1: Mixed model result summary
Variable

Fitness 1[Matched] 1[Real]
Measure βfit Significance βmatched Significance βreal Significance

Understandable ↑ 0.846 *** 0.525 - 1.151 ***
Fun to play ↑ 0.396 ** 0.629 * 1.059 ***
Fun to watch ↑ 0.191 - 0.641 * 0.912 ***
Helpful† ↑ -0.189 * 0.349 * 0.232 -
Difficult ↓

↑ -0.588 *** 0.363 - -0.250 -
Creative ↑ -0.486 ** 0.551 - 0.438 -
Human-like ↑ 0.570 *** 0.837 ** 1.446 ***

Fitness scores significantly predict several attributes, including understandability and human-
likeness. Fitness scores show (statistically) significant positive effects on the understandability, fun
to play, and human-likeness attributes, and significant negative effects on the helpfulness, difficulty
and creativity questions. Accounting for the role of fitness, the matched group membership shows
significant effects only the fun to play and watch, helpfulness, and human likeness questions. The real
group shows significant effects on understandability, fun to play and watch, and human likeness. See
Supplementary Table SI-3 for test statistics and P-values. *: P < 0.05, **: P < 0.01, ***: P < 0.001
†: The full measure description is “Helpful for interacting with the simulated environment.”
In most measures, higher scores are better, indicated by the ↑, other than Difficult ↓

↑ , in which 3 means
“appropriately difficult”, and scores below and above indicate too easy and too hard respectively.
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Figure ED-6: Proportion of human interactions activating only matched and real games in the same cell.
Each bar corresponds to a pair of corresponding matched and real games. In each bar, we plot the proportion
of relevant interactions (state-action traces) that are unique to the matched game (blue), unique to the real
game (green), or shared across both (purple). A few games (with the bar mostly or entirely in purple) show
high similarity between the corresponding games — under 25% (7/30) share more than half of their relevant
interactions. Most games, however, show substantial differences between the sets of relevant interactions, with
some showing a higher fraction unique to human games and others to matched model games. The average
Jaccard similarity between the sets of relevant interactions for the matched and real game is only 0.347 and
the median similarity is 0.180 (identical games would score 1.0, entirely dissimilar games 0).
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A Pseudocode and Program Summary Translation

Participant Game #1

Throw the ball so it hits the wall then bounces 
back to you

Gameplay: throw a ball so that it touches a 
wall and then either catch it or touch it

Scoring: you get 1 point for each time you 
successfully throw the ball, it touches a wall, 
and you are either holding it again or touching 
it after its flight

Participant Game #2

Place the bin on the bed and the dog bed 
next to it, throw balls into either of them

Setup: place a hexagonal bin on the desk 
next to a wall and make sure it stays there 
throughout the game

Gameplay: stand on the rug and throw 
dodgeballs or blocks into the hexagonal bin

Scoring: you get 1 point for each dodgeball 
and 2 points for each block that ends up in 
the hexagonal bin by the end of the game

Matched Game #1

You have 30 seconds to throw dodgeballs to 
land on the top shelf

Gameplay: throw dodgeballs so that they 
land and come to rest on the top shelf

Terminal: the game ends after 30 seconds

Scoring: you get 1 point for each dodgeball 
that is resting on the top shelf at the end of 
the game

Matched Game #2

Place the bin near the rug, and throw balls 
into it

Setup: Place a hexagonal bin near the rug 
and ensure it remains there for the entire 
game.

Gameplay: Hold a dodgeball and throw it so 
that it lands inside and on top of the 
hexagonal bin

Scoring: You earn 1 point for each time you 
successfully throw a dodgeball into the 
hexagonal bin and it comes to rest inside and 
on top of it

Unmatched Game #1

Place the bin near the rug. Throw basketballs 
onto it, and put chairs on the desk

Setup: put a hexagonal bin near the rug and 
keep it there throughout the game

Gameplay: place chairs on desks and throw 
basketballs so they land on top of the 
hexagonal bin

Scoring: you get 1 point for every chair on a 
desk and 40 points for every basketball that 
stops moving on top of the hexagonal bin

Unmatched Game #2

Place all blue cube blocks on the rug. Put 
objects near the north wall, and make stacks 
of a cube, a yellow cube, and another cube.

Setup: place every blue cube block on the 
rug and ensure they stay there throughout the 
game

Gameplay: move objects around the room

Scoring: you get 5 points for every object 
that's not moving and is near the north wall, 
and 1 point for every stack where a yellow 
cube block of the same type as a blue cube 
block is sandwiched between two other cube 
blocks

Short 
Description

Pseudocode

DSL Code

GPT-4 Back 
Translation

Figure SI-1: Translation of program pseudocode to our DSL. Each column depicts a single goal, starting from its summary description in natural language, the pseudocode program
we used to represent it, its program representation in our domain-specific language (see Supplementary information G), and finally a GPT-4 automatic back-translation to natural
language (see Supplementary information D). The first two columns(in green) highlight real participant-created games in our experiment mentioned in both Figure 1 and Figure 3.
The two middle columns (in blue) describe model-generated goals “matching” the participant-created ones, and the last two columns (in purple) outline two “unmatched” novel
model-generated goals.
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B Full Feature Set

To simplify training fitness models, we ensure that all feature values are on the unit interval, using the
following feature types:

• A binary value (marked with [b])

• A proportion between zero and one ([p])

• A real value discretized to two or more levels and treated as an indicator variable ([d], with
the levels listed at the end of the description)

• A float value normalized to the unit interval over the full dataset of positive and negative
games ([f])

For our n-gram features, we extract n-gram tokens from an in-order traversal of the syntax tree. We
use 5-gram models with stupid backoff [5] with a discount factor of 0.4, and report the mean log
score as the feature value, both jointly over the entire game program and separately over the different
sections (setup, preferences, terminal conditions, and scoring).

For our predicate play trace features, we use a simplified version of the predicate satisfaction com-
putation aspect of our reward machine (DSL program interpreter). We record, for every human
play trace we have, and each predicate listed below, for every object assignment that satisfies it
in that trace, all indices of states at which the predicate is satisfied. Recording specific states
allows to us compute conjunctions, disjunctions, and negations in addition to individual predi-
cate satisfactions. We limit ourselves to a subset of our predicates, which covers over 95% of
predicate references in our dataset: above, adjacent, agent_crouches, agent_holds, broken,
game_start, game_over,in, in_motion, object_orientation, on, open, toggled_on, and
touch. Any predicate that is not implemented is assumed to be feasible to have been satisfied.

Our full feature set is:

ngram: Features using our n-gran model.

1. ast_ngram_full_n_5_score [f]: What is the mean 5-gram model score under an n-gram model trained
on the real games?

2. ast_ngram_setup_n_5_score [f]: What is the mean 5-gram model score of the setup section under an
n-gram model trained on the real game setup sections?

3. ast_ngram_constraints_n_5_score [f]: What is the mean 5-gram model score of the gameplay prefer-
ences section under an n-gram model trained on the real game preferences sections?

4. ast_ngram_terminal_n_5_score [f]: What is the mean 5-gram model score of the terminal conditions
section under an n-gram model trained on the real game terminal sections?

5. ast_ngram_scoring_n_5_score [f]: What is the mean 5-gram model score of the scoring section under
an n-gram model trained on the real game scoring sections?

play_trace_database: Features using our play trace database.

1. predicate_found_in_data_prop [p]: What proportion of predicates are satisfied at least once in our
human play trace data?

2. predicate_found_in_data_small_logicals_prop [p]: What proportion of logical expressions over
predicates (with four or fewer children, limited for computational reasons) are satisfied at least once in our
human play trace data?

defined_and_used: Features reflecting whether particular game components are defined, and features capturing
whether defined components (such as variables, gameplay preferences, or objects in the setup) are then also used
elsewhere.

1. variables_used_all [b]: Are all variables defined used at least once?

2. variables_used_prop [p]: What proportion of variables defined are used at least once?

3. preferences_used_all [b]: Are all preferences defined referenced at least once in terminal or scoring
expressions?

4. preferences_used_prop [p]: What proportion of preferences defined are referenced at least once in
terminal or scoring expressions?
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5. setup_quantified_objects_used [p]: What proportion of object or types quantified as variables in the
setup are also referenced in the gameplay preferences?

6. any_setup_objects_used [b]: Are any objects referenced in the setup also referenced in the gameplay
preferences?

7. section_doesnt_exist_setup [b]: Does a game not have an (optional) setup section? (to allow counter-
acting feature values for the setup for games that do not have a setup component)

8. section_doesnt_exist_terminal [b]: Does a game not have an (optional) terminal conditions section?
(to allow counteracting feature values for the terminal conditions for games that do not have a terminal conditions
component)

grammar_misuse: Features capturing various modes of grammar misuse—expressions that are grammatical
under the DSL but ill-formed, poorly structured, or whose values cannot vary over gameplay.

1. adjacent_once_found [b]: Are there any cases where the once modal, which captures a single state, is
used twice in a row?

2. adjacent_same_modal_found [b]: Are there any cases where the same modal is used twice in a row?

3. once_in_middle_of_pref_found [b]: Are there any cases where the once modal, which captures a
single state, is in the middle of a sequence of modals?

4. pref_without_hold_found [b]: Are there any cases where a sequence of modals is specified with no
temporally extended modal (hold or hold-while)?

5. identical_consecutive_seq_func_predicates_found [b]: Are there any cases where the same ex-
act predicates (and their arguments) are applied in consecutive modals (making them redundant)?

6. predicate_without_variables_or_agent [b]: Are there any predicates that do not reference any
variables or the agent?

7. nested_logicals_found [b]: Are there any cases where a logical operator is nested inside the same
logical operator (e.g., a negation of a negation, or a conjunction of a conjunction)?

8. identical_logical_children_found [b]: Are there any cases where a logical operator has two or more
identical children?

9. redundant_expression_found [b]: Are there any cases where a logical expression over predicates is
redundant (can be trivially simplified)?

10. unnecessary_expression_found [b]: Are there any cases where a logical expression over predicates
is unnecessary (contradicts itself, or is trivially true)?

11. repeated_variables_found [b]: Are there any cases where the same variable is used twice in the same
predicate?

12. repeated_variable_type_in_either [b]: Are there any cases where the same variable types is used
twice in an either quantification?

scoring_grammar_misuse: Features capturing similar failure modes to the above category, but localized to the
scoring and terminal sections of the DSL.

1. identical_scoring_children_found [b]: Are there any cases where a scoring arithmetic or logical
expression has two or more identical children?

2. redundant_scoring_terminal_expression_found [b]: Are there any cases where a scoring or termi-
nal expression is redundant (can be trivially simplified)?

3. unnecessary_scoring_terminal_expression_found [b]: Are there any cases where a scoring or
terminal expression is unnecessary (contradicts itself, or is trivially true)?

4. total_score_non_positive [b]: Do the scoring rules of the game result in a non-positive score regardless
of gameplay?

5. scoring_preferences_used_identically [b]: Do the scoring rules of the game treat all gameplay
preferences identically?

6. two_number_operation_found [b]: Are there any cases where an arithmetic operation is applied to two
numbers? (e.g. (+ 5 5) instead of simplifying it)

game_element_disjointness: Features capturing whether particular game elements are disjoint—for example,
gameplay preferences using disjoint sets of objects, or temporal modals using disjoint sets of variables.

1. disjoint_preferences_found [b]: Are there any preferences that quantify over disjoint sets of objects?
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2. disjoint_preferences_scoring_terminal_types [p]: Do the preferences referenced in the scoring
and terminal section quantify over disjoint sets of object types?

3. disjoint_preferences_scoring_terminal_predicates [p]: Do the preferences referenced in the
scoring and terminal section use disjoint sets of predicates?

4. disjoint_seq_funcs_found [b]: Are there any cases where modals in a preference refer to disjoint sets
of variables or objects?

5. disjoint_at_end_found [b]: Are there any cases where predicate expressions under an at_end refer to
disjoint sets of variables or objects?

6. disjoint_modal_predicates_found [b]: Are there any cases where modals in a preference refer to
disjoint sets of predicates?

7. disjoint_modal_predicates_prop [p]: What proportion of modals in a preference refer to disjoint sets
of predicates?

counting: Features tracking node count or maximal depth in the four different DSL program sections.

1. node_count_section [d]: How many nodes are in the section, discretized to five bins with different
thresholds for each section.

2. max_depth_section [d]: What is the maximal depth of the syntax tree in the section, discretized to five
bins with different thresholds for each section.

pref_forall: Features capturing whether or not and how well the games use the forall over preferences syntax.

1. pref_forall_used_correct [b]: For the forall over preferences syntax, if it is used, is it used correctly
in this game?

2. pref_forall_used_incorrect [b]: For the forall over preferences syntax, if it is used, is it used
incorrectly in this game? (to allow learning differential values between correct and incorrect usage)

3. pref_forall_external_forall_used_correct [b]: If the count-once-per-external-objects
count operator is used, is it used correctly in this game?

4. pref_forall_external_forall_used_incorrect [b]: If the
count-once-per-external-objects count operator is used, is it used incorrectly in this game?

5. pref_forall_pref_forall_correct_arity_correct [b]: If optional object names and types are pro-
vided to a count operation, are they provided with an arity consistent with the forall variable quantifications?

6. pref_forall_pref_forall_correct_arity_incorrect [b]: If optional object names and types are
provided to a count operation, are they provided with an arity inconsistent with the forall variable quantifica-
tions?

7. pref_forall_pref_forall_correct_types_correct [b]: If optional object names and types are pro-
vided to a count operation, are they provided with types consistent with the forall variable quantifications?

8. pref_forall_pref_forall_correct_types_incorrect [b]: If optional object names and types are
provided to a count operation, are they provided with types inconsistent with the forall variable quantifications?

B.1 Features Most Predictive of Real or Regrown Games

The following features (in order) had the largest weight, indicating they were most predictive of
positive (real, human-generated) examples in our dataset. The last three features all capture the same
concept, whether or not a setup section exists. We surmise the diffused weights over them are a result
of using weight decay (an L2 penalty) on the model weights:

1. ast_ngram_full_n_5_score

2. ast_ngram_constraints_n_5_score

3. predicate_found_in_data_prop

4. ast_ngram_setup_n_5_score

5. variables_used_all

6. preferences_used_all

7. ast_ngram_scoring_n_5_score
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8. max_depth_setup_0 (which indicates a setup section does not exist or is very minimal)

9. node_count_setup_0 (which indicates a setup section does not exist or is very minimal)

10. section_doesnt_exist_setup

The following features (in order) had the smallest weights, indicating they were most predictive of
negative (regrown) examples in our dataset:

1. pref_forall_used_incorrect

2. pref_forall_pref_forall_correct_types_incorrect

3. disjoint_seq_funcs_found

4. repeated_variables_found

5. redundant_expression_found

6. pref_forall_pref_forall_correct_arity_incorrect

7. predicate_without_variables_or_agent

8. two_number_operation_found

9. nested_logicals_found

10. redundant_scoring_terminal_expression_found

C Objective function algorithm descriptions

Algorithm 1 below outlines how we train our fitness model. The number N of of positive examples is
fixed (98 in our full dataset), and fewer during cross-validation. We generate M = 1024 negatives
for each of the positive examples, and the number of features F is fixed as well. We perform
cross-validation to select hyperparameter values B ∈ {1, 2, 4}, and K ∈ {256, 512, 1025}, selecting
the set that minimizes the cross-validated loss. We optimize the model with SGD, with a learning
rate η ∈ {1e− 3, 4e− 3} also selected via cross-validation. We use weight decay with λ = 0.003
to regularize the model. We train the model for up to 25000 epochs, or until the model plateaus for
P = 500 epochs. After cross-validation, we train our final objective function on the entire dataset.
The final model we report uses B = 1 positive games per batch, K = 1024 negatives samples from
our entire dataset for that positive, a learning rate η = 4e− 3, and F = 50 features.

D MAP-Elites Algorithm Details

We use a set of 9 exemplar preferences as the basis for our MAP-Elites behavioral characteristics,
detailed in Table SI-1. To score each game with respect to each exemplar preference, we count
how many of the game’s preferences are a close match to the exemplar. We explored matching
preferences by edit distance (in string or syntax tree space) but discovered the edit distance is rather
easily game-able by the model, producing semantically similar preferences with high edit distance
from each other. Instead, we represent each exemplar preference as a binary feature vector, with
features for which groups of predicates the preference uses (4 features: agent_holds or in_motion,
in, on, and adjacent or near or touch), and for which object categories the preference uses
(5 features: balls, receptacles, blocks or buildings, furniture or room_features, and
small_items or large_items or the generic game_object). Preferences in each archive game are Do we want to add

another column
with which features
are active in each
exemplar prefer-
ence to the table
below?

also represented using this feature space. A preference in an archive game is considered a match for
an exemplar if it has an L1 distance of 0 or 1 in this space, and if a preference matches more than one
exemplar, a match is randomly chosen. Exemplar preferences were iteratively chosen, starting from
a seed preference (the first in Table SI-1), and then greedily adding additional exemplars from the
preferences defined in participant-created games. At each step, the preference added was chosen to
maximize the number of participant-created preferences that would be considered a match (distance
of 0 or 1) from the exemplar set. In addition, we include two other behavioral characteristics, one
capturing whether or not the game includes a setup component, and one capturing the total number of
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Table SI-1: Exemplar preferences used as MAP-Elites behavioral characteristics.

Exemplar Preference Description (GPT-4 back-translated) Exemplar Features

(preference throwAttempt
(exists (?b - dodgeball)
(then
(once (agent_holds ?b))
(hold (and (not (agent_holds ?b)) (in_motion ?

b)))
(once (not (in_motion ?b)))

)))

This preference is satisfied when:
-first, the agent holds a dodgeball
-next, the agent throws the dodgeball

-finally, the dodgeball stops moving

Uses predicate agent_holds or in_motion

Uses object category balls

(preference throwInBin
(exists (?b - ball ?h - hexagonal_bin)
(then
(once (and (on rug agent) (agent_holds ?b)))
(hold (and (not (agent_holds ?b)) (in_motion ?

b)))
(once (and (not (in_motion ?b)) (in ?h ?b)))

)))

This preference is satisfied when:
-first, the agent is standing on the rug and holding a ball
-next, the agent throws the ball

-finally, the ball stops moving and is inside a hexagonal bin

Uses predicate agent_holds or in_motion
Uses predicate in
Uses predicate on
Uses object category balls
Uses object category receptacles

Uses object category furniture or room_features

(preference ballThrownToBed
(exists (?d - dodgeball)
(then
(once (and (agent_holds ?d) (adjacent desk

agent)))
(hold (and (not (agent_holds ?d)) (in_motion ?

d)))
(once (and (not (in_motion ?d)) (on bed ?d)))

)))

This preference is satisfied when:
-first, the agent holds a dodgeball while standing next to a desk
-next, the agent throws the dodgeball

-finally, the dodgeball stops moving and is on the bed

Uses predicate agent_holds or in_motion
Uses predicate on
Uses predicate adjacent or near or touch
Uses object category balls

Uses object category furniture or room_features

(preference itemInClosedDrawerAtEnd
(exists (?g - game_object)
(at-end
(and
(in top_drawer ?g)
(not
(open top_drawer)

)))))

This preference is satisfied when:

-at the end of the game, a game object is inside the top drawer and the

top drawer is closed

Uses predicate in
Uses object category receptacles
Uses object category small_objects or large_objects or
any_object

Uses at_end

(preference watchOnShelf
(exists (?w - watch ?s - shelf)
(at-end
(on ?s ?w)

)))

This preference is satisfied when:

-at the end of the game, a watch is on a shelf

Uses predicate on
Uses object category furniture or room_features
Uses object category small_objects or large_objects or
any_object

Uses at_end

(preference gameBlockFound
(exists (?l - block)
(then
(once (game_start))
(hold (not (exists (?b - building) (and (in ?

b ?l) (is_setup_object ?b)))))
(once (agent_holds ?l))

)))

This preference is satisfied when:
-first, the game begins
-next, throughout the game, the block is not part of a building that is
used in the setup

-finally, the agent picks up the block

Uses predicate agent_holds or in_motion
Uses predicate in

Uses object category blocks or building

(preference matchingBuildingBuilt
(exists (?b1 ?b2 - building)
(at-end (and

(is_setup_object ?b1)
(not (is_setup_object ?b2))
(forall (?l1 ?l2 - block) (or

(not (in ?b1 ?l1))
(not (in ?b1 ?l2))
(not (on ?l1 ?l2))
(exists (?l3 ?l4 - block) (and

(in ?b2 ?l3)
(in ?b2 ?l4)
(on ?l3 ?l4)
(same_type ?l1 ?l3)
(same_type ?l2 ?l4)

))))))))

This preference is satisfied when:
-at the end of the game, one building is part of the setup while the
other is not
-and for any two blocks, neither is inside the building that is part of
the setup

-if one block is not on top of the other, then there must be two other

blocks of the same types inside the building that is not part of the

setup, with one of these blocks on top of the other

Uses predicate in
Uses predicate on
Uses object category blocks or building

Uses at_end

(preference ballDroppedInBin
(exists (?b - ball ?h - hexagonal_bin)
(then
(once (and (adjacent ?h agent) (agent_holds ?

b)))
(hold (and (in_motion ?b) (not (agent_holds ?

b))))
(once (and (not (in_motion ?b)) (in ?h ?b)))

)))

This preference is satisfied when:
-first, the agent is next to a hexagonal bin and is holding a ball
-next, the agent throws the ball

-finally, the ball stops moving and is inside the hexagonal bin

Uses predicate agent_holds or in_motion
Uses predicate in
Uses predicate adjacent or near or touch
Uses object category balls

Uses object category receptacles

(preference pillowMovedToRoomCenter
(exists (?o - pillow) (then

(once (and (agent_holds ?o)))
(hold (and (in_motion ?o) (not (agent_holds ?

o))))
(once (and (not (in_motion ?o)) (near

room_center ?o) (exists (?o1 ?o2 ?o3 -
game_object) (and (same_color ?o1 pink)
(near room_center ?o1) (same_color ?o2
blue) (near room_center ?o2) (

same_color ?o3 brown) (near room_center
?o3)))))

)))

This preference is satisfied when:
-first, the agent picks up a pillow
-next, the agent throws the pillow and it is no longer being held by the
agent

-finally, the pillow stops moving near the center of the room, and there

are three other objects near the center of the room as well: one that is

pink, one that is blue, and one that is brown

Uses predicate agent_holds or in_motion
Uses predicate adjacent or near or touch
Uses object category furniture or room_features

Uses object category small_objects or large_objects or

any_object
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Algorithm 1 Fitness model training loop

Input: Real games D+ ∈ RN××1F , regrown games D− ∈ RN×M×F

Input: Fitness model fθ : RF → R, optimizer
N positive examples, M negatives generated per positive, B batch size, F features, K negatives
sampled per positive in each epoch, P plateau epochs

Output: Converged fitness model Wθ

best model← None
best loss←∞
last improvement epoch← −1
for epoch i do

▷ Assign negatives randomly to each positive
Shuffle the first two dimensions of D−

▷ Reorder the positives in each epoch
Shuffle the first dimension of D+

for each batch do
X+ ← the next B positives ▷ X+: B × 1× F
X− ←K sampled negatives for each positive ▷ X−: B ×K × F
X ← concat(X+, X−) ▷ X: B × (1 +K)× F
Y ← fθ(X) ▷ Y : B × (1 +K)
L← softmax loss(Y ) ▷ L: scalar
Take backward step on loss and optimizer step

end for
epoch validation losses← []
for each batch in validation do

<the above procedure without the optimizer steps>
<append each batch’s loss to epoch validation losses>

end for
epoch loss← mean(epoch validation losses)
if epoch loss < best loss then

best model← copy of fθ(X)
best loss← epoch loss
last improvement epoch← i

else if i − last improvement epoch > P then
break

end if
end for
return best model

preferences (up to 4). In total, this set of behavioral characteristics allows for an archive size of 2000
games, of which 20 have one preference (matching one of the 9 exemplars or matching none of them,
with and without a setup component), 110 have two preferences, 440 have three preferences, and
1430 have four preferences.

In addition, we add one more “pseudo behavioral characteristic” that explicitly captures a few general
coherence properties of games – specifically features that we expect either all plausibly human-
generated games to either exhibit or none of them to exhibit. While these features are also used by
our learned fitness function, we use this behavioral characteristic as a sort of first-stage filter: if a
game fails to meet these criteria, then it cannot reasonably be said to be “human-quality,” regardless
of its fitness evaluation. For all reported games, we ensure that each of the criteria are satisfied. The
criteria included in this behavioral characteristic include whether all all variables are defined / used in
preferences, whether all preferences are used in either terminal or scoring conditions, and whether
the game avoids a set of grammatical but obviously nonsensical or redundant expressions. There are
a total of 21 features used in this behavioral characteristic. This “pseudo behavioral characteristic”
doubles the size of the archive (from 2000 games to 4000 games), though we never evaluate any
game from the half of the archive in which this feature is false.

We begin the MAP-Elites algorithm by generating 1024 random games from the PCFG. We then sort
each of the games in descending order of fitness and add them to the archive until either (a) every
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possible value of each behavioral characteristic is represented by at least one game (note that this is
not the same as every possible combination of behavioral characteristic values being represented), or
(b) at least 128 cells of the archive are occupied.

We run MAP-Elites for 8192 “generations,” where each generation consists of 750 potential updates
in which we randomly select a parent game, sample a mutation operator to apply, and potentially add
the resulting mutated game to the archive.

DSL to natural language back-translation

In order to prepare games for human evaluation, we convert them from the DSL to natural language
in a multi-stage process. In order to ensure consistency, we perform this back translation on both
generated games and the real games (as opposed to using the original human-authored descriptions).

In the first stage of back-translation, a rule based system converts the DSL into templated language
by concretely describing the definition of each predicate and grammatical rule. For instance, the
expression (once (and (agent_holds ?d) (adjacent ?p agent))) is converted to “there is
a state where (the agent is holding ?d) and (?p is adjacent to agent).” Each of the game’s setup
conditions, preferences, terminal conditions, and scoring rules are rendered in this form, which also
includes the mapping from variable names (e.g. ?d) to the types of objects that can occupy the
variable (e.g. “dodgeball”). An example of a game’s preferences described in this form is presented
below:
The preferences of the game are:

-----Preference 1-----
The variables required by this preference are:
-?p of type pyramid_block
-?d of type dodgeball
-?h of type hexagonal_bin

This preference is satisfied when:
- first, there is a state where (the agent is holding ?d) and (?p is adjacent to agent)
- next, there is a sequence of one or more states where (it's not the case that the agent is holding ?d) and (?d is in

motion)
- finally, there is a state where (it's not the case that ?d is in motion) and (?d is inside of ?h)

-----Preference 2-----
The variables required by this preference are:
-?b of type building
-?l of type cube_block
-?f of type flat_block

This preference is satisfied when:
- in the final game state, (?f is used in the setup), (?f is inside of ?b), and (?l is inside of ?b)

Next, we use the GPT-4 large language model (LLM) [52] to simplify the templated description
into a more naturalistic form (specifically gpt-4-1106-preview). The objective of this stage is to
re-write any unclear formulations generated by the initial procedure and to replace abstract variable
names with their actual referents. We convert each section of the game separately, using a similar
prompt for each. The prompt begins with the following message:

“Your task is to convert a templated description of a game’s <setup / rules / terminal
conditions / scoring conditions> into a natural language description. Do not change the
content of the template, but you may rewrite and reorder the information in any way you think is
necessary in order for a human to understand it. Use simple language and verbs that would be
familiar to a human who has never played this game before.”

We then include 10 examples of this kind of translation taken from the set of human games not used
in our experiments. An example of the same preferences in this simplified form is presented below:

The preferences of the game are:

-----Preference 1-----
This preference is satisfied when:
-first, the agent holds a dodgeball while standing next to a pyramid block
-next, the agent throws the dodgeball
-finally, the dodgeball lands inside a hexagonal bin and stops moving

-----Preference 2-----
This preference is satisfied when:
-at the end of the game, a flat block is used in the setup of a building and both a cube block and the flat block are inside

the building
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Finally, we use the LLM again to collect the separate descriptions of each section into one a single
block, further simplifying the language and expressions. The prompt is similar to that used in the
previous stage, and again is followed by 10 selected examples:

“Your task is to combine and simplify the description of a game’s rules. Do not change the content of
the rules by either adding or removing information, but you may rewrite and reorder the information
in any way you think is necessary in order for a human to understand it. Use simple language
and verbs that would be familiar to a human who has never played this game before. DO describe
preferences carefully, such that a player reading the description can easily play the game. DO NOT
include explicit references to a game’s preferences (i.e. "Preference 1" or "Preference 2"). DO NOT
include descriptions of setup or terminal conditions if they do not appear in the game.”

Examples of complete translations are available in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

E Human Evaluation Data Analysis

E.1 Detailed human evaluation results

Table SI-2: Human evaluation result summary
Mean score by category Real vs. Matched Real vs. Unmatched Matched vs. Unmatched

Attribute Real Matched Unmatched U-stat, P-value U-stat, P-value U-stat, P-value
Understandable 3.943 3.923 3.331 45088.0 , P = 0.906 55921.5 , P < 1e−5∗∗∗ 55846.0 , P < 1e−5∗∗∗

Fun to play 2.522 2.430 2.068 46752.5 , P = 0.352 54040.5 , P < 1e−5∗∗∗ 52539.5 , P < 1e−3∗∗∗

Fun to watch 2.385 2.313 2.024 46169.0 , P = 0.519 51636.5 , P < 1e−3∗∗∗ 50515.0 , P = 0.001∗∗

Helpful† 2.997 2.987 2.840 44802.0 , P = 0.982 47372.5 , P = 0.078 47559.0 , P = 0.075
Difficult 2.582 2.660 2.676 42921.5 , P = 0.326 42218.5 , P = 0.419 44081.0 , P = 0.947
Creative 2.318 2.213 2.143 47036.0 , P = 0.282 48286.0 , P = 0.025∗ 46615.0 , P = 0.182
Human-like 2.813 2.670 2.119 47698.0 , P = 0.167 58679.0 , P < 1e−5∗∗∗ 55434.5 , P < 1e−5∗∗∗

Evaluators don’t distinguish between participant-created real and matched model games, but do distinguish unmatched games from both.
Participants responded to seven Likert questions on a 5-point scale, one for each attribute in the first column (see Human evaluation methods for
additional details). We report the Mann-Whitney U test [46] for differences in outcomes, appropriate for ordinal data. *: P < 0.05, **: P < 0.01,
***: P < 0.001
†: The full measure description is “Helpful for interacting with the simulated environment.”

E.2 Mixed-effect model analyses

In section , we briefly describe the mixed effect model we fit to analyze our human evaluation results
and analyze the learned regression weights for the fitness function. Here, we build on this analysis
to examine the extent to which accounting for the mediating effect of fitness scores, changes our
previous observations regarding the differences between groups. Using the unmatched group as the
baseline, the regression coefficients βmatched and βreal quantify these differences for each measure. We
find statistically significant differences for the matched group (i.e. βmatched > 0) for ratings of fun to
play, fun to watch, helpfulness, and human likeness. Similarly, we observe statistically significant
differences (βreal > 0) for ratings of understandability, fun to play and watch, and human likeness.
Finally, using the marginal (least-squares) means method[41], we directly compare the matched and
real categories and again find no statistically significant differences (see Human evaluation methods
for additional details and Supplementary Table SI-4 below for the full results).
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Table SI-3: Mixed model result summary
Fitness Matched Real

Attribute βfitness Z P -value βmatched Z P -value βreal Z P -value

Understandable 0.846 5.625 P < 1e−5∗∗∗ 0.525 1.766 P = 0.078 1.151 4.036 P < 1e−3∗∗∗

Fun to play 0.396 2.936 P = 0.003∗∗ 0.629 2.298 P = 0.022∗ 1.059 4.021 P < 1e−3∗∗∗

Fun to watch 0.191 1.469 P = 0.142 0.641 2.414 P = 0.016∗ 0.912 3.547 P < 1e−3∗∗∗

Helpful† -0.189 -2.163 P = 0.031∗ 0.349 2.048 P = 0.041∗ 0.232 1.441 P = 0.15
Difficult -0.588 -3.443 P < 1e−3∗∗∗ 0.363 1.029 P = 0.304 -0.250 -0.740 P = 0.46
Creative -0.486 -3.191 P = 0.001∗∗ 0.551 1.776 P = 0.076 0.438 1.467 P = 0.142
Human-like 0.570 4.316 P < 1e−3∗∗∗ 0.837 3.128 P = 0.002∗∗ 1.446 5.597 P < 1e−5∗∗∗

Fitness scores significantly predict several attributes, including understandability and human-likeness. Fitness scores show
(statistically) significant positive effects on the understandability, fun to play, and human-likeness attributes, and significant negative
effects on the difficulty and creativity questions. Accounting for the role of fitness, the matched group membership shows a significant
effect only on human likeness. The real group shows significant effects on understandability, fun to play to watch, and human likeness.
*: P < 0.05, **: P < 0.01, ***: P < 0.001
†: The full measure description is “Helpful for interacting with the simulated environment.”

E.3 Marginal Means Analysis

Table SI-4: Mixed model marginal means comparison summary
Real − Matched Real − Unmatched Matched − Unmatched

Attribute Diff Z P -value Diff Z P -value Diff Z P -value

Understandable ↑ 0.626 2.055 P = 0.100 1.151 4.036 P < 1e−3∗∗∗ 0.525 1.766 P = 0.181
Fun to play ↑ 0.430 1.577 P = 0.256 1.059 4.021 P < 1e−3∗∗∗ 0.629 2.298 P = 0.056
Fun to watch ↑ 0.271 1.025 P = 0.561 0.912 3.547 P = 0.001∗∗ 0.641 2.414 P = 0.042∗

Helpful† ↑ -0.117 -0.701 P = 0.763 0.232 1.441 P = 0.32 0.349 2.048 P = 0.101
Difficult ↓

↑ -0.613 -1.725 P = 0.196 -0.250 -0.740 P = 0.74 0.363 1.029 P = 0.559
Creative ↑ -0.113 -0.364 P = 0.93 0.438 1.467 P = 0.307 0.551 1.776 P = 0.178
Human-like ↑ 0.609 2.299 P = 0.056 1.446 5.597 P < 1e−5∗∗∗ 0.837 3.128 P = 0.005∗∗

We use the method of marginal (least-squares) means [41] to estimate the mean score for each attribute in each category, holding
fitness constant. None of the comparisons between the real and matched groups are significant, and several (though not all) of the
previously significant comparisons remain significant. *: P < 0.05, **: P < 0.01, ***: P < 0.001
†: The full measure description is “Helpful for interacting with the simulated environment.”
In most measures, higher scores are better, indicated by the ↑, other than Difficult ↓

↑ , in which 3 means “appropriately difficult”, and
scores below and above indicate too easy and too hard respectively.

E.4 Matched-real game similarity analysis

To functionally measure similarity, we leverage the fact that our goal programs are interpretable
and automatically evaluate them on all gameplay interactions generated by participants in our first
experiment. For each matched game and its corresponding real counterpart, we measure the number
of interactions that fulfill a gameplay element in only the matched game, only the real game, or
both. While some pairs of games have their elements fulfilled by the same interactions (suggesting
functional similarity), most pairs are not — under 25% (7/30) share more than half of their relevant
interactions. Furthermore, the average Jaccard similarity between the sets of relevant interactions for
the matched and real game is only 0.347 and the median similarity is 0.180 (identical games would
score 1.0, entirely dissimilar games 0; and see summary in Figure ED-6 and methodological details
in Sample similarity comparison methods).

F Model Ablations

F.1 Common Sense Ablation

The domain-specific language we use is underconstrained—many expressions that are grammatical
either make no sense at all (e.g., checking a bin is in a ball, rather than a ball in a bin) or violate
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intuitive physical common sense (e.g., creating a game stacking balls, as opposed to stacking blocks).
We primarily operationalize the concept of physical common sense using two of our fitness features,
discussed in Fitness function methods and Supplementary information B. Both use a dataset of
interaction traces (see Dataset collection methods) to estimate the feasibility of predicate role-filler
expressions, by computing the proportion of predicate expressions (and the object types they operate
over) that have appeared at least once over the set of interactions of users with the environment.
While this condition is not necessary (as it is unlikely experiment participants explored every feasible
configuration of objects in the environment), it is sufficient to determine feasibility and, therefore,
serves as a good proxy for intuitive common sense. The first feature operates over individual
predicates, e.g. estimating that (on desk ball) is more likely than (on desk bed). The second
feature operates on logical expressions over predicates, and might help catch contradictory predicates
that are independently feasible, such as (and (on desk ball)(on bed ball)), that is, the ball
might feasibly be on the desk or on the bed, but not on both.

We know that these features are helpful for our model, as the individual predicate version of these
features has the third highest weight of all features that predict real human-generated games (see
Supplementary information B.1 for details). To further evaluate the importance of these features, we
fit a version of our fitness model that has no access to them, and use it as the objective for our model.
Unsurprisingly, when we evaluate samples from this ablated model on the full fitness function (with
the interaction trace features), they have statistically significantly lower fitness scores than the samples
from the full model (matched-pairs t-test matching by archive cells, t = −32.66, P < 1e−10). To
offer a more fair comparison, we use the full “reward machine” and dataset of play traces. We assign
a binary score to each game from the full and ablated models, 1 if each game component (gameplay
preferences and the setup section (if one exists)) is satisfied at least once over the dataset, either in the
same trace or in different traces. If at least one game component is never satisfied, we assign a score
of 0. We find that 1515 (75.75%) of the games in the full model score 1, while only 584 (29.20%)
in the ablated model do. This difference is, as expected, also statistically significant (matched-pairs
t-test, t = −33.29, P < 1e−10). We conclude that intuitive physical common sense is helpful to our
model, as allowing our model to approximate the physical sensibility of predicates helps the model
generate games with components that have been satisfied by our participants.

F.2 Compositionality Ablation

Evaluating the role of compositionality in our model is challenging as the model operates on a
domain-specific language that is inherently highly compositional. Given the nature of program
representations, it’s difficult to imagine a non-compositional counterfactual DSL to compare to —
so we cannot compare to an entirely non-compositional model. Instead, we ablate by varying how
compositional we allow our MAP-Elites mutation operators to be. The primary operator embodying
compositionality is the crossover operator, which samples two programs from the MAP-Elites archive,
randomly selects exchangeable sub-trees from both programs, and creates new candidates with these
trees swapped between the programs. We also implemented several custom operators (beyond the
evolutionary programming staples of mutation, insertion, deletion, and crossover). Many of these
implement targeted variations of crossover that we considered to be plausible higher-level changes a
person might make to a game they are creating, such as sampling a preference from another game
and then changing the preference’s initial or terminal conditions. We report two ablations, one
(“No Custom Ops”) where we omit the custom operators we implemented (keeping only regrowth,
insertion, deletion, and crossover), and a second (“No Custom Ops, No Crossover”) where we also
remove the crossover operation. We keep all other model details identical, crucially both the set of
behavioral characteristics and fitness function, allowing us to directly compare the fitness values of
games in the archives in the ablated models.

We visualize the results of these in Figure SI-2. While removing our custom operators appears
to slightly increase the mean fitness of exemplars (Figure SI-2a, orange), removing the crossover
operation drastically decreases the fitness of games in that model’s archive (Figure SI-2a, green).
This provides evidence that allowing our search procedure to take advantage of the compositionality
in our domain is greatly beneficial in generating high-quality samples across our archive. If our
custom operators do not increase mean fitness, what impact do they have? To quantify this question,
we evaluated samples from the ablated models through the full “reward machine.” For each sample,
we counted how many of the participant interaction traces saw the participant fulfilling one or more
gameplay elements from the sample. In other words, how many participants (unwittingly or otherwise)
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fulfilled at least part of the model-generated goal program? We find that the custom operators help
increase this number – samples generated from our full model show the highest number of relevant
traces (Figure SI-2b, blue). This could have two interpretations: one is that the custom operators
push more goals toward higher feasibility. Another is that this behavior is a form of mode-seeking
that helps the model generate goal programs that capture more common behaviors, as opposed to
more meaningful variability. In all, we take this as an effect that crossover is crucial to generating fit
samples across our MAP-Elites archive, with some cost to diversity which our custom operators help
reduce.

F.3 Coherence ablation

As we iterated on earlier versions of our model, we discovered some ‘softer’, higher-level issues
repeatedly surfacing in model-generated goal programs. Even after implementing features that helped
the model avoid some types of low-level mistakes (such as instantiating variables or preferences
and never referencing them), and introducing approximations to intuitive physical common sense
(discussed above), some aspects of the generated games remained incoherent. A lower-level example
might be disjointedness in the arguments of temporal modals. Consider, for instance, a preference
whose modals translate to natural language as “start with a state where the agent holds a ball, then
find a collection of states where a block is on the bed, and finish with a state where the bin is upside
down”. The awkwardness in explaining this perfectly grammatical preference (program below) is that
each modal ((once ..), (hold ...)) refers to a distinct set of objects, and so it feels unnatural
to specify a sequential temporal preference over them.

(preference preference0
(exists (?v0 − hexagonal_bin ?v1 − ball ?v2 − block)

(then
(once (agent_holds ?v1))
(hold (on desk ?v2))
(once (object_orientation ?v0 upside_down))

)))

We observed similar, higher-level issues regarding coherence between different gameplay preferences
(do they use the same objects and predicates, or distinct sets?). Specifically, we observed cases
where game scoring conditions and ending conditions have nothing to do with each other. A game
might specify that it ends after a ball has been thrown five times, with points scored for every block
placed on the desk. There is nothing wrong per se with this specification, but it feels unnatural—we
would expect either the ball-throwing to contribute to scoring, or the block-stacking to allow the
game to end, or both. We wrote a collection of fitness features to try to capture occurrences of
such incoherence (see game_element_disjointness in Supplementary information B). We have
some indication that these features are important from observing that our fitness model assigns
one of them the third-largest negative weight (predictive of corrupted, negative games). To ablate
the effect of this feature group, we perform an ablation similarly to the common sense ablation
reported above—we fit a fitness model without these features and use it to guide our MAP-Elites
search. As a first sanity check, we compute fitness scores under the full fitness model for games
generated by the ablated model. We find that scores in the ablated model are consistently lower
(matched-pairs t-test, t = −26.99, P < 1e−10), indicating that without access to these features, our
model would generate programs that violate these coherence considerations. We also evaluate games
from this ablated model using the ‘reward machine’ and play traces dataset, as we did above. As
before, 1515 (75.75%) of games in the full model have every component satisfied, while only 1224
(61.2%) in the ablated model do. This difference is also statistically significant (matched-pairs t-test,
t = −9.73, P < 1e−10).
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(a) Removing crossover drastically lowers fitness
values. We plot, for each game generated by a model,
its fitness score under the full fitness function. Left:
The distribution of fitness scores in our full model.
Middle: Removing the custom operators has little
effect on the distribution of fitness scores. Right: Re-
moving crossover drastically lowers the fitness scores
of model samples.

(b) Removing custom operators lowers mean trace
coverage; removing crossover undoes some of the
effect. We measure, for each game generated by a
model, how many participant interaction traces fulfill
at least one gameplay element. Left: Of the ablations
reported, our full model shows the highest number of
active traces. Middle: removing our custom mutation
operators lowers the mean number of active traces.
Right: Removing crossover as well undoes some of
the effect of removing the custom operators.

Figure SI-2: The crossover operator helps generate fit goals, while the custom operators help generate
solutions with higher trace coverage. Left: removing the custom operators does hurt mean fitness scores;
removing the crossover operator does. Right: removing the custom operators leads the model to generate
samples covering fewer participant interaction traces on average. This could be evidence of lower feasibility
(more samples in the “no custom ops” model are active in barely a few traces) or of mode seeking (more samples
in the full model are active in a very high number of traces).

G Full Domain Specific Language Description

G.1 DSL Grammar Definitions

A game is defined by a name, and is expected to be valid in a particular domain, also referenced
by a name. A game is defined by four elements, two of them mandatory, and two optional. The
mandatory ones are the ⟨constraints⟩ section, which defines gameplay preferences, and the ⟨scoring⟩
section, which defines how gameplay preferences are counted to arrive at a score for the player in
the game. The optional ones are the ⟨setup⟩ section, which defines how the environment must be
prepared before gameplay can begin, and the ⟨terminal⟩ conditions, which specify when and how the
game ends.

⟨game⟩ ::= (define (game ⟨ID⟩)
(:domain ⟨ID⟩)
(:setup ⟨setup⟩)
(:constraints ⟨constraints⟩)
(:terminal ⟨terminal⟩)
(:scoring ⟨scoring⟩)
)

⟨id⟩ ::= /[a-z0-9][a-z0-9]+/ # a letter or digit, followed by one or more letters, digits, or dashes

We will now proceed to introduce and define the syntax for each of these sections, followed by
the non-grammar elements of our domain: predicates, functions, and types. Finally, we provide a
mapping between some aspects of our gameplay preference specification and linear temporal logic
(LTL) operators.
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G.1.1 Setup

The setup section specifies how the environment must be transformed from its deterministic initial
conditions to a state gameplay can begin at. Currently, a particular environment room always appears
in the same initial conditions, in terms of which objects exist and where they are placed. Participants
in our experiment could, but did not have to, specify how the room must be setup so that their game
could be played.

The initial ⟨setup⟩ element can expand to conjunctions, disjunctions, negations, or quantifications of
itself, and then to the ⟨setup-statement⟩ rule. ⟨setup-statement⟩ elements specify two different types
of setup conditions: either those that must be conserved through gameplay (‘game-conserved’), or
those that are optional through gameplay (‘game-optional’). These different conditions arise as some
setup elements must be maintain through gameplay (for example, a participant specified to place a
bin on the bed to throw balls into, it shouldn’t move unless specified otherwise), while other setup
elements can or must change (if a participant specified to set the balls on the desk to throw them, an
agent will have to pick them up (and off the desk) in order to throw them).

Inside the ⟨setup-statement⟩ tags we find ⟨super-predicate⟩ elements, which are logical operations and
quantifications over other ⟨super-predicate⟩ elements, function comparisons (⟨function-comparison⟩,
which like predicates also resolve to a truth value), and predicates (⟨predicate⟩). Function comparisons
usually consist of a comparison operator and two arguments, which can either be the evaluation of a
function or a number. The one exception is the case where the comparison operator is the equality
operator (=), in which case any number of arguments can be provided. Finally, the ⟨predicate⟩
element expands to a predicate acting on one or more objects or variables. For a full list of the
predicates we found ourselves using so far, see Appendix G.2.1.

⟨setup⟩ ::= (and ⟨setup⟩ ⟨setup⟩+) # A setup can be expanded to a conjunction, a disjunction, a
quantification, or a setup statement (see below).

| (or ⟨setup⟩ ⟨setup⟩+)
| (not ⟨setup⟩)
| (exists (⟨typed list(variable)⟩) ⟨setup⟩)
| (forall (⟨typed list(variable)⟩) ⟨setup⟩)
| ⟨setup-statement⟩

⟨setup-statement⟩ ::= # A setup statement specifies that a predicate is either optional during gameplay
or must be preserved during gameplay.

| (game-conserved ⟨super-predicate⟩)
| (game-optional ⟨super-predicate⟩)

⟨super-predicate⟩ ::= # A super-predicate is a conjunction, disjunction, negation, or quantification
over another super-predicate. It can also be directly a function comparison or a predicate.

| (and ⟨super-predicate⟩+)
| (or ⟨super-predicate⟩+)
| (not ⟨super-predicate⟩
| (exists (⟨typed list(variable)⟩) ⟨super-predicate⟩)
| (forall (⟨typed list(variable)⟩) ⟨super-predicate⟩)
| ⟨f-comp⟩
| ⟨predicate⟩

⟨function-comparison⟩ ::= # A function comparison: either comparing two function evaluations, or
checking that two ore more functions evaluate to the same result.

| (⟨comp-op⟩ ⟨function-eval-or-number⟩ ⟨function-eval-or-number⟩)
| (= ⟨function-eval-or-number⟩+)

⟨comp-op⟩ ::= 〈 | 〈= | = | 〉 | 〉= # Any of the comparison operators.

⟨function-eval-or-number⟩ ::= ⟨function-eval⟩ | ⟨comparison-arg-number⟩

⟨comparison-arg-number⟩ ::= ⟨number⟩

⟨number⟩ ::= /-?\d*\.?\d+/ # A number, either an integer or a float.
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⟨function-eval⟩ ::= # See valid expansions in a separate section below

⟨variable-list⟩ ::= (⟨variable-def ⟩+) # One or more variables definitions, enclosed by parentheses.

⟨variable-def ⟩ ::= ⟨variable-type-def ⟩ | ⟨color-variable-type-def ⟩ | ⟨orientation-variable-type-def ⟩
| ⟨side-variable-type-def ⟩ # Colors, sides, and orientations are special types as they are not
interchangable with objects.

⟨variable-type-def ⟩ ::= ⟨variable⟩+ - ⟨type-def ⟩ # Each variable is defined by a variable (see next)
and a type (see after).

⟨color-variable-type-def ⟩ ::= ⟨color-variable⟩+ - ⟨color-type-def ⟩ # A color variable is defined by
a variable (see below) and a color type.

⟨orientation-variable-type-def ⟩ ::= ⟨orientation-variable⟩+ - ⟨orientation-type-def ⟩ # An orienta-
tion variable is defined by a variable (see below) and an orientation type.

⟨side-variable-type-def ⟩ ::= ⟨side-variable⟩+ - ⟨side-type-def ⟩ # A side variable is defined by a
variable (see below) and a side type.

⟨variable⟩ ::= /\?[a-w][a-z0-9]*/ # a question mark followed by a lowercase a-w, optionally followed
by additional letters or numbers.

⟨color-variable⟩ ::= /\?x[0-9]*/ # a question mark followed by an x and an optional number.

⟨orientation-variable⟩ ::= /\?y[0-9]*/ # a question mark followed by an y and an optional number.

⟨side-variable⟩ ::= /\?z[0-9]*/ # a question mark followed by an z and an optional number.

⟨type-def ⟩ ::= ⟨object-type⟩ | ⟨either-types⟩ # A veriable type can either be a single name, or a list of
type names, as specified below

⟨color-type-def ⟩ ::= ⟨color-type⟩ | ⟨either-color-types⟩ # A color variable type can either be a single
color name, or a list of color names, as specified below

⟨orientation-type-def ⟩ ::= ⟨orientation-type⟩ | ⟨either-orientation-types⟩ # An orientation variable
type can either be a single orientation name, or a list of orientation names, as specified below

⟨side-type-def ⟩ ::= ⟨side-type⟩ | ⟨either-side-types⟩ # A side variable type can either be a single side
name, or a list of side names, as specified below

⟨either-types⟩ ::= (either ⟨object-type⟩+)

⟨either-color-types⟩ ::= (either ⟨color⟩+)

⟨either-orientation-types⟩ ::= (either ⟨orientation⟩+)

⟨either-side-types⟩ ::= (either ⟨side⟩+)

⟨object-type⟩ ::= ⟨name⟩

⟨name⟩ ::= /[A-Za-z][A-za-z0-9_]+/ # a letter, followed by one or more letters, digits, or underscores

⟨color-type⟩ ::= ’color’

⟨color⟩ ::= ’blue’ | ’brown’ | ’gray’ | ’green’ | ’orange’ | ’pink’ | ’purple’ | ’red’ | ’tan’ | ’white’ |
’yellow’

⟨orientation-type⟩ ::= ’orientation’

⟨orientation⟩ ::= ’diagonal’ | ’sideways’ | ’upright’ | ’upside_down’
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⟨side-type⟩ ::= ’side’

⟨side⟩ ::= ’back’ | ’front’ | ’left’ | ’right’

⟨predicate⟩ ::= # See valid expansions in a separate section below

⟨predicate-or-function-term⟩ ::= ⟨object-name⟩ | ⟨variable⟩ # A predicate or function term can either
be an object name (from a small list allowed to be directly referred to) or a variable.

⟨predicate-or-function-color-term⟩ ::= ⟨color⟩ | ⟨color-variable⟩

⟨predicate-or-function-orientation-term⟩ ::= ⟨orientation⟩ | ⟨orientation-variable⟩

⟨predicate-or-function-side-term⟩ ::= ⟨side⟩ | ⟨side-variable⟩

⟨predicate-or-function-type-term⟩ ::= ⟨object-type⟩ | ⟨variable⟩

⟨object-name⟩ ::= ’agent’ | ’bed’ | ’desk’ | ’door’ | ’floor’ | ’main_light_switch’ | ’mirror’ |
’room_center’ | ’rug’ | ’side_table’ | ’bottom_drawer’ | ’bottom_shelf’ | ’east_sliding_door’
| ’east_wall’ | ’north_wall’ | ’south_wall’ | ’top_drawer’ | ’top_shelf’ | ’west_sliding_door’ |
’west_wall’

G.1.2 Gameplay Preferences

The gameplay preferences specify the core of a game’s semantics, capturing how a game should
be played by specifying temporal constraints over predicates. The name for the overall element,
⟨constraints⟩, is inherited from the PDDL element with the same name.

The ⟨constraints⟩ elements expand into one or more preference definitions, which are defined using
the ⟨pref-def⟩ element. A ⟨pref-def⟩ either expands to a single preference (⟨preference⟩), or to a
⟨pref-forall⟩ element, which specifies variants of the same preference for different objects, which can
be treated differently in the scoring section. A ⟨preference⟩ is defined by a name and a ⟨preference-
quantifier⟩, which expands to an optional quantification (exists, forall, or neither), inside of which we
find the ⟨preference-body⟩.
A ⟨preference-body⟩ expands into one of two options: The first is a set of conditions that should
be true at the end of gameplay, using the ⟨at-end⟩ operator. Inside an ⟨at-end⟩ we find a ⟨super-
predicate⟩, which like in the setup section, expands to logical operations or quantifications over other
⟨super-predicate⟩ elements, function comparisons, or predicates.

The second option is specified using the ⟨then⟩ syntax, which defines a series of temporal conditions
that should hold over a sequence of states. Under a ⟨then⟩ operator, we find two or more sequence
functions (⟨seq-func⟩), which define the specific conditions that must hold and how many states we
expect them to hold for. We assume that there are no unaccounted states between the states accounted
for by the different operators – in other words, the ⟨then⟩ operators expects to find a sequence of
contiguous states that satisfy the different sequence functions. The operators under a ⟨then⟩ operator
map onto linear temporal logic (LTL) operators, see Appendix G.3 for the mapping and examples.

The ⟨once⟩ operator specifies a predicate that must hold for a single world state. If a ⟨once⟩ operators
appears as the first operator of a ⟨then⟩ definition, and a sequence of states Sa, Sa+1, · · · , Sb satisfy
the ⟨then⟩ operator, it could be the case that the predicate is satisfied before this sequence of states (e.g.
by Sa−1, Sa−2, and so forth). However, only the final such state, Sa, is required for the preference
to be satisfied. The same could be true at the end of the sequence: if a ⟨then⟩ operator ends with a
⟨once⟩ term, there could be other states after the final state (Sb+1, Sb+2, etc.) that satisfy the predicate
in the ⟨once⟩ operator, but only one is required. The ⟨once-measure⟩ operator is a slight variation of
the ⟨once⟩ operator, which in addition to a predicate, takes in a function evaluation, and measures the
value of the function evaluated at the state that satisfies the preference. This function value can then
be used in the scoring definition, see Appendix G.1.4.

A second type of operator that exists is the ⟨hold⟩ operator. It specifies that a predicate must hold true
in every state between the one in which the previous operator is satisfied, and until one in which the
next operator is satisfied. If a ⟨hold⟩ operator appears at the beginning or an end of a ⟨then⟩ sequence,
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it can be satisfied by a single state, Otherwise, it must be satisfied until the next operator is satisfied.
For example, in the minimal definition below:
(then

(once (pred\_a))
(hold (pred\_b))
(once (pred\_c))

)

To find a sequence of states Sa, Sa+1, · · · , Sb that satisfy this ⟨then⟩ operator, the following
conditions must hold true: (1) pred_a is true at state Sa, (2) pred_b is true in all states
Sa+1, Sa+2, · · · , Sb−2, Sb−1, and (3) pred_c is true in state Sb. There is no minimal number of
states that the hold predicate must hold for.

The last operator is ⟨hold-while⟩, which offers a variation of the ⟨hold⟩ operator. A ⟨hold-while⟩
receives at least two predicates. The first acts the same as the predicate in a ⟨hold⟩ operator. The
second (and third, and any subsequent ones), must hold true for at least one state while the first
predicate holds, and must occur in the order specified. In the example above, if we substitute
(hold (pred\_b)) for (hold-while (pred\_b)(pred\_d)(pred\_e)), we now expect that
in addition to pred_b being true in all states Sa+1, Sa+2, · · · , Sb−2, Sb−1, that there is some state
Sd, d ∈ [a + 1, b − 1] where pred_d holds, and another state, Se, e ∈ [d + 1, b − 1] where pred_e
holds.

⟨constraints⟩ ::= ⟨pref-def ⟩ | (and ⟨pref-def ⟩+) # One or more preferences.

⟨pref-def ⟩ ::= ⟨pref-forall⟩ | ⟨preference⟩ # A preference definitions expands to either a forall quan-
tification (see below) or to a preference.

⟨pref-forall⟩ ::= (forall ⟨variable-list⟩ ⟨preference⟩) # this syntax is used to specify variants of the
same preference for different objects, which differ in their scoring. These are specified using the
⟨pref-name-and-types⟩ syntax element’s optional types, see scoring below.

⟨preference⟩ ::= (preference ⟨name⟩ ⟨preference-quantifier⟩) # A preference is defined by a name
and a quantifer that includes the preference body.

⟨preference-quantifier⟩ ::= # A preference can quantify exsistentially or universally over one or more
variables, or none.

| (exists (⟨variable-list⟩) ⟨preference-body⟩
| (forall (⟨variable-list⟩) ⟨preference-body⟩)
| ⟨preference-body⟩)

⟨preference-body⟩ ::= ⟨then⟩ | ⟨at-end⟩

⟨at-end⟩ ::= (at-end ⟨super-predicate⟩) # Specifies a prediicate that should hold in the terminal state.

⟨then⟩ ::= (then ⟨seq-func⟩ ⟨seq-func⟩+) # Specifies a series of conditions that should hold over
a sequence of states – see below for the specific operators (⟨seq-func⟩s), and Section 2 for
translation of these definitions to linear temporal logicl (LTL).

⟨seq-func⟩ ::= ⟨once⟩ | ⟨once-measure⟩ | ⟨hold⟩ | ⟨hold-while⟩ # Four of thse temporal sequence
functions currently exist:

⟨once⟩ ::= (once ⟨super-predicate⟩) # The predicate specified must hold for a single world state.

⟨once-measure⟩ ::= (once ⟨super-predicate⟩ ⟨function-eval⟩) # The predicate specified must hold for
a single world state, and record the value of the function evaluation, to be used in scoring.

⟨hold⟩ ::= (hold ⟨super-predicate⟩) # The predicate specified must hold for every state between the
previous temporal operator and the next one.

⟨hold-while⟩ ::= (hold-while ⟨super-predicate⟩ ⟨super-predicate⟩+) # The first predicate specified
must hold for every state between the previous temporal operator and the next one. While it does,
at least one state must satisfy each of the predicates specified in the second argument onward

For the full specification of the ⟨super-predicate⟩ element, see Appendix G.1.1 above.
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G.1.3 Terminal Conditions

Specifying explicit terminal conditions is optional, and while some of our participants chose to do so,
many did not. Conditions explicitly specified in this section terminate the game. If none are specified,
a game is assumed to terminate whenever the player chooses to end the game.

The terminal conditions expand from the ⟨terminal⟩ element, which can expand to logical conditions
on nested ⟨terminal⟩ elements, or to a terminal comparison. The terminal comparison (⟨terminal-
comp⟩) expands to one of three different types of copmarisons: ⟨terminal-time-comp⟩, a comparison
between the total time spent in the game ((total-time)) and a time number token, ⟨terminal-
score-comp⟩, a comparison between the total score ((total-score)) and a score number token, or
⟨terminal-pref-count-comp⟩, a comparison between a scoring expression (⟨scoring-expr⟩, see below)
and a preference count number token. In most cases, the scoring expression is a preference counting
operation.

⟨terminal⟩ ::= # The terminal condition is specified by a conjunction, disjunction, negation, or
comparson (see below).

| (and ⟨terminal⟩+)
| (or ⟨terminal⟩+)
| (not ⟨terminal⟩)
| ⟨terminal-comp⟩

⟨terminal-comp⟩ ::= # We support three ttypes of terminal comparisons:
| ⟨terminal-time-comp⟩
| ⟨terminal-score-comp⟩
| ⟨terminal-pref-count-comp⟩

⟨terminal-time-comp⟩ ::= (⟨comp-op⟩ (total-time) ⟨time-number⟩) # The total time of the game must
satisfy the comparison.

⟨terminal-score-comp⟩ ::= (⟨comp-op⟩ (total-score) ⟨score-number⟩) # The total score of the game
must satisfy the comparison.

⟨terminal-pref-count-comp⟩ ::= (⟨comp-op⟩ ⟨scoring-expr⟩ ⟨preference-count-number⟩) # The num-
ber of times the preference specified by the name and types must satisfy the comparison.

⟨time-number⟩ ::= ⟨number⟩ # Separate type so the we can learn a separate distribution over times
than, say, scores.

⟨score-number⟩ ::= ⟨number⟩

⟨preference-count-number⟩ ::= ⟨number⟩

⟨comp-op⟩ ::= 〈 | 〈= | = | 〉 | 〉=

For the full specification of the ⟨scoring-expr⟩ element, see Appendix G.1.4 below.

G.1.4 Scoring

Scoring rules specify how to count preferences (count once, once for each unique objects that fulfill
the preference, each time a preference is satisfied, etc.), and the arithmetic to combine preference
counts to a final score in the game.

A ⟨scoring-expr⟩ can be defined by arithmetic operations on other scoring expressions, references to
the total time or total score (for instance, to provide a bonus if a certain score is reached), comparisons
between scoring expressions (⟨scoring-comp⟩), or by preference evaluation rules. Various preference
evaluation modes can expand the ⟨preference-eval⟩ rule, see the full list and descriptions below.

⟨scoring⟩ ::= ⟨scoring-expr⟩ # The scoring conditions maximize a scoring expression.

⟨scoring-expr⟩ ::= # A scoring expression can be an arithmetic operation over other scoring expres-
sions, a reference to the total time or score, a comparison, or a preference scoring evaluation.
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| ⟨scoring-external-maximize⟩
| ⟨scoring-external-minimize⟩
| (⟨multi-op⟩ ⟨scoring-expr⟩+) # Either addition or multiplication.
| (⟨binary-op⟩ ⟨scoring-expr⟩ ⟨scoring-expr⟩) # Either division or subtraction.
| (- ⟨scoring-expr⟩)
| (total-time)
| (total-score)
| ⟨scoring-comp⟩
| ⟨preference-eval⟩
| ⟨scoring-number-value⟩

⟨scoring-external-maximize⟩ ::= (external-forall-maximize ⟨scoring-expr⟩) # For any preferences
under this expression inside a (forall ...), score only for the single externally-quantified object
that maximizes this scoring expression.

⟨scoring-external-minimize⟩ ::= (external-forall-minimize ⟨scoring-expr⟩) # For any preferences
under this expression inside a (forall ...), score only for the single externally-quantified object
that minimizes this scoring expression.

⟨scoring-comp⟩ ::= # A scoring comparison: either comparing two expressions, or checking that two
ore more expressions are equal.

| (⟨comp-op⟩ ⟨scoring-expr⟩ ⟨scoring-expr⟩)
| (= ⟨scoring-expr⟩+)

⟨preference-eval⟩ ::= # A preference evaluation applies one of the scoring operators (see below) to a
particular preference referenced by name (with optional types).

| ⟨count⟩
| ⟨count-overlapping⟩
| ⟨count-once⟩
| ⟨count-once-per-objects⟩
| ⟨count-measure⟩
| ⟨count-unique-positions⟩
| ⟨count-same-positions⟩
| ⟨count-once-per-external-objects⟩

⟨count⟩ ::= (count ⟨pref-name-and-types⟩) # Count how many times the preference is satisfied by
non-overlapping sequences of states.

⟨count-overlapping⟩ ::= (count-overlapping ⟨pref-name-and-types⟩) # Count how many times the
preference is satisfied by overlapping sequences of states.

⟨count-once⟩ ::= (count-once ⟨pref-name-and-types⟩) # Count whether or not this preference was
satisfied at all.

⟨count-once-per-objects⟩ ::= (count-once-per-objects ⟨pref-name-and-types⟩) # Count once for each
unique combination of objects quantified in the preference that satisfy it.

⟨count-measure⟩ ::= (count-measure ⟨pref-name-and-types⟩) # Can only be used in preferences
including a ⟨once-measure⟩ modal, maps each preference satistifaction to the value of the
function evaluation in the ⟨once-measure⟩.

⟨count-unique-positions⟩ ::= (count-unique-positions ⟨pref-name-and-types⟩) # Count how many
times the preference was satisfied with quantified objects that remain stationary within each
preference satisfcation, and have different positions between different satisfactions.

⟨count-same-positions⟩ ::= (count-same-positions ⟨pref-name-and-types⟩) # Count how many times
the preference was satisfied with quantified objects that remain stationary within each preference
satisfcation, and have (approximately) the same position between different satisfactions.
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⟨count-once-per-external-objects⟩ ::= (count-once-per-external-objects ⟨pref-name-and-types⟩) #
Similarly to count-once-per-objects, but counting only for each unique object or combina-
tion of objects quantified in the (forall ...) block including this preference.

⟨pref-name-and-types⟩ ::= ⟨name⟩ ⟨pref-object-type⟩∗ # The optional ⟨pref-object-type⟩s are used
to specify a particular instance of the preference for a given object, see the ⟨pref-forall⟩ syntax
above.

⟨pref-object-type⟩ ::= : ⟨type-name⟩ # The optional type name specification for the above syntax.
For example, pref-name:dodgeball would refer to the preference where the first quantified object
is a dodgeball.

⟨scoring-number-value⟩ ::= ⟨number⟩

G.2 Non-Grammar Definitions

G.2.1 Predicates

The following section describes the predicates we define. Predicates operate over a specified number
of arguments, which can be variables or object names, and return a boolean value (true/false).

(above <arg1> <arg2>) [5 references] ; Is the first object above the second object?
(adjacent <arg1> <arg2>) [78 references] ; Are the two objects adjacent? [will probably be implemented as distance below

some threshold]
(adjacent_side <3 or 4 arguments>) [15 references] ; Are the two objects adjacent on the sides specified? Specifying a side

for the second object is optional, allowing to specify <obj1> <side1> <obj2> or <obj1> <side1> <obj2> <side2>
(agent_crouches ) [2 references] ; Is the agent crouching?
(agent_holds <arg1>) [327 references] ; Is the agent holding the object?
(between <arg1> <arg2> <arg3>) [7 references] ; Is the second object between the first object and the third object?
(broken <arg1>) [2 references] ; Is the object broken?
(equal_x_position <arg1> <arg2>) [2 references] ; Are these two objects (approximately) in the same x position? (in our

environment, x, z are spatial coordinates, y is the height)
(equal_z_position <arg1> <arg2>) [5 references] ; Are these two objects (approximately) in the same z position? (in our

environment, x, z are spatial coordinates, y is the height)
(faces <arg1> <arg2>) [6 references] ; Is the front of the first object facing the front of the second object?
(game_over ) [4 references] ; Is this the last state of gameplay?
(game_start ) [3 references] ; Is this the first state of gameplay?
(in <arg1> <arg2>) [121 references] ; Is the second argument inside the first argument? [a containment check of some sort,

for balls in bins, for example]
(in_motion <arg1>) [315 references] ; Is the object in motion?
(is_setup_object <arg1>) [13 references] ; Is this the object of the same type referenced in the setup?
(object_orientation <arg1> <arg2>) [14 references] ; Is the first argument, an object, in the orientation specified by the

second argument? Used to check if an object is upright or upside down
(on <arg1> <arg2>) [168 references] ; Is the second object on the first one?
(open <arg1>) [3 references] ; Is the object open? Only valid for objects that can be opened, such as drawers.
(opposite <arg1> <arg2>) [4 references] ; So far used only with walls, or sides of the room, to specify two walls opposite

each other in conjunction with other predicates involving these walls
(rug_color_under <arg1> <arg2>) [11 references] ; Is the color of the rug under the object (first argument) the color

specified by the second argument?
(same_color <arg1> <arg2>) [23 references] ; If two objects, do they have the same color? If one is a color, does the object

have that color?
(same_object <arg1> <arg2>) [7 references] ; Are these two variables bound to the same object?
(same_type <arg1> <arg2>) [14 references] ; Are these two objects of the same type? Or if one is a direct reference to a

type, is this object of that type?
(toggled_on <arg1>) [4 references] ; Is this object toggled on?
(touch <arg1> <arg2>) [48 references] ; Are these two objects touching?

G.2.2 Functions

he following section describes the functions we define. Functions operate over a specified number of
arguments, which can be variables or object names, and return a number.

(building_size <arg1>) [2 references] ; Takes in an argument of type building, and returns how many objects comprise the
building (as an integer).

(distance <arg1> <arg2>) [114 references] ; Takes in two arguments of type object, and returns the distance between the two
objects (as a floating point number).

(distance_side <arg1> <arg2> <arg3>) [6 references] ; Similarly to the adjacent_side predicate, but applied to distance.
Takes in three or four arguments, either <obj1> <side1> <obj2> or <obj1> <side1> <obj2> <side2>, and returns the
distance between the first object on the side specified to the second object (optionally to its specified side).

(x_position <arg1>) [4 references] ; Takes in an argument of type object, and returns the x position of the object (as a
floating point number).
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G.2.3 Types

The types are currently not defined as part of the grammar, other than the small list of ⟨object-
name⟩ tokens that can be directly referred to, and are marked with an asterisk below. The following
enumerates all expansions of the various ⟨type⟩ rules:

game_object [33 references] ; Parent type of all objects
agent* [90 references] ; The agent
building [20 references] ; Not a real game object, but rather, a way to refer to structures the agent builds
---------- (* \textbf{Blocks} *) ----------
block [28 references] ; Parent type of all block types:
bridge_block [11 references]
bridge_block_green [0 references]
bridge_block_pink [0 references]
bridge_block_tan [0 references]
cube_block [38 references]
cube_block_blue [8 references]
cube_block_tan [1 reference]
cube_block_yellow [8 references]
cylindrical_block [11 references]
cylindrical_block_blue [0 references]
cylindrical_block_green [0 references]
cylindrical_block_tan [0 references]
flat_block [5 references]
flat_block_gray [0 references]
flat_block_tan [0 references]
flat_block_yellow [0 references]
pyramid_block [13 references]
pyramid_block_blue [3 references]
pyramid_block_red [2 references]
pyramid_block_yellow [2 references]
tall_cylindrical_block [7 references]
tall_cylindrical_block_green [0 references]
tall_cylindrical_block_tan [0 references]
tall_cylindrical_block_yellow [0 references]
tall_rectangular_block [0 references]
tall_rectangular_block_blue [0 references]
tall_rectangular_block_green [0 references]
tall_rectangular_block_tan [0 references]
triangle_block [3 references]
triangle_block_blue [0 references]
triangle_block_green [0 references]
triangle_block_tan [0 references]
---------- (* \textbf{Balls} *) ----------
ball [40 references] ; Parent type of all ball types:
beachball [23 references]
basketball [18 references]
dodgeball [108 references]
dodgeball_blue [6 references]
dodgeball_red [4 references]
dodgeball_pink [8 references]
golfball [25 references]
golfball_green [3 references]
golfball_white [0 references]
---------- (* \textbf{Colors} *) ----------
color [6 references] ; Likewise, not a real game object, mostly used to refer to the color of the rug under an object
blue [6 references]
brown [5 references]
gray [0 references]
green [8 references]
orange [3 references]
pink [19 references]
purple [4 references]
red [8 references]
tan [2 references]
white [1 reference]
yellow [14 references]
---------- (* \textbf{Furniture} *) ----------
bed* [51 references]
blinds [2 references] ; The blinds on the windows
desk* [40 references]
desktop [6 references]
main_light_switch* [3 references] ; The main light switch on the wall
side_table* [4 references] ; The side table/nightstand next to the bed
shelf_desk [2 references] ; The shelves under the desk
---------- (* \textbf{Large moveable/interactable objects} *) ----------
book [11 references]
chair [18 references]
laptop [7 references]
pillow [14 references]
teddy_bear [14 references]
---------- (* \textbf{Orientations} *) ----------
diagonal [1 reference]
sideways [2 references]
upright [10 references]
upside_down [1 reference]
---------- (* \textbf{Ramps} *) ----------
ramp [0 references] ; Parent type of all ramp types:
curved_wooden_ramp [17 references]
triangular_ramp [10 references]
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triangular_ramp_green [1 reference]
triangular_ramp_tan [0 references]
---------- (* \textbf{Receptacles} *) ----------
doggie_bed [26 references]
hexagonal_bin [123 references]
drawer [5 references] ; Either drawer in the side table
bottom_drawer* [0 references] ; The bottom of the two drawers in the nightstand near the bed.
top_drawer* [6 references] ; The top of the two drawers in the nightstand near the bed.
---------- (* \textbf{Room features} *) ----------
door* [9 references] ; The door out of the room
floor* [26 references]
mirror* [0 references]
poster* [0 references]
room_center* [0 references]
rug* [37 references]
shelf [10 references]
bottom_shelf* [1 reference]
top_shelf* [5 references]
sliding_door [2 references] ; The sliding doors on the south wall (big windows)
east_sliding_door* [1 reference] ; The eastern of the two sliding doors (the one closer to the desk)
west_sliding_door* [0 references] ; The western of the two sliding doors (the one closer to the bed)
wall [17 references] ; Any of the walls in the room
east_wall* [0 references] ; The wall behind the desk
north_wall* [1 reference] ; The wall with the door to the room
south_wall* [2 references] ; The wall with the sliding doors
west_wall* [3 references] ; The wall the bed is aligned to
---------- (* \textbf{Small objects} *) ----------
alarm_clock [8 references]
cellphone [6 references]
cd [6 references]
credit_card [1 reference]
key_chain [5 references]
lamp [2 references]
mug [3 references]
pen [2 references]
pencil [2 references]
watch [2 references]
---------- (* \textbf{Sides} *) ----------
back [3 references]
front [9 references]
left [3 references]
right [2 references]

G.3 Modal Definitions in Linear Temporal Logic

G.3.1 Linear Temporal Logic definitions

We offer a mapping between the temporal sequence functions defined in Appendix G.1.2 and linear
temporal logic (LTL) operators. As we were creating this DSL, we found that the syntax of the ⟨then⟩
operator felt more convenient than directly writing down LTL, but we hope the mapping helps reason
about how we see our temporal operators functioning. LTL offers the following operators, using φ
and ψ as the symbols (in our case, predicates). Assume the following formulas operate sequence of
states S0, S1, · · · , Sn:

• Next, Xψ: at the next timestep, ψ will be true. If we are at timestep i, then Si+1 ⊢ ψ
• Finally, Fψ: at some future timestep, ψ will be true. If we are at timestep i, then ∃j > i :
Sj ⊢ ψ

• Globally, Gψ: from this timestep on, ψ will be true. If we are at timestep i, then ∀j : j ≥
i : Sj ⊢ ψ

• Until, ψUφ: ψ will be true from the current timestep until a timestep at which φ is true. If
we are at timestep i, then ∃j > i : ∀k : i ≤ k < j : Sk ⊢ ψ, and Sj ⊢ φ.

• Strong release, ψMφ: the same as until, but demanding that both ψ and φ are true
simultaneously: If we are at timestep i, then ∃j > i : ∀k : i ≤ k ≤ j : Sk ⊢ ψ, and Sj ⊢ φ.
Aside: there’s also a weak until, ψWφ, which allows for the case where the second is
never true, in which case the first must hold for the rest of the sequence. Formally, if we
are at timestep i, if ∃j > i : ∀k : i ≤ k < j : Sk ⊢ ψ, and Sj ⊢ φ, and otherwise,
∀k ≥ i : Sk ⊢ ψ. Similarly there’s release, which is the similar variant of strong release.
We’re leaving those two as an aside since we don’t know we’ll need them.

G.3.2 Satisfying a ⟨then⟩ operator

Formally, to satisfy a preference using a ⟨then⟩ operator, we’re looking to find a sub-sequence of
S0, S1, · · · , Sn that satisfies the formula we translate to. We translate a ⟨then⟩ operator by translating
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the constituent sequence-functions (⟨once⟩, ⟨hold⟩, ⟨while-hold⟩)1 to LTL. Since the translation of
each individual sequence function leaves the last operand empty, we append a ‘true’ (⊤) as the final
operand, since we don’t care what happens in the state after the sequence is complete.

(once ψ) := ψX · · ·
(hold ψ) := ψU · · ·
(hold-while ψ α β · · · ν) := (ψMα)X(ψMβ)X · · ·X(ψMν)XψU · · · where the last ψU · · · allows
for additional states satisfying ψ until the next modal is satisfied.

For example, a sequence such as the following, which signifies a throw attempt:
(then

(once (agent_holds ?b))
(hold (and (not (agent_holds ?b)) (in_motion ?b)))
(once (not (in_motion ?b)))

)

Can be translated to LTL using ψ := (agent_holds ?b), φ := (in_motion ?b) as:

ψX(¬ψ ∧ φ)U(¬φ)X⊤
Here’s another example:
(then

(once (agent_holds ?b)) ; α
(hold-while

(and (not (agent_holds ?b)) (in_motion ?b)) ; β
(touch ?b ?r) ; γ

)
(once (and (in ?h ?b) (not (in_motion ?b)))) ; δ

)

If we translate each predicate to the letter appearing at the end of the line, this translates to:

αX(βMγ)XβUδX⊤

1These are the ones we’ve used so far in the interactive experiment dataset, even if we previously defined
other ones, too.
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